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Liquid Entrainment at an Upward Oriented Vertical

Branch Line From a Horizontal Pipe

I. INTRODUCTION

Many engineering applications such as food processing, petroleum refining,

and nuclear reactor cooling utilize complex piping systems to transfer multiphase

flows. These flows commonly encounter tee geometries for the purpose of phase

separation. For instance, the petroleum industry employs a very complex system of

separators to sequentially refine its crude by burning off impurities and removing

the vapor. In the case of Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), numerous tees are

present in the primary side for varying purposes. Under simulated accident

conditions, tees in the primary coolant loop can deviate from their original design

purpose and become separators that effectively remove core heat sink capacity.

This method of primary coolant removal is a phenomelogical subset of phase

separation known as liquid entrainment, whereby liquid is forced from its original

path by the inertia of the escaping gas. To assess the safety of reactor designs

accurate prediction of the liquid entrainment mass flow rates are critical.

1.1 STATEMENT OF ISSUES RELATED TO ADVANCED REACTORS

By benchmarking computer simulations with prototypically scaled test

facility data, generalization errors in system codes such as RELAP5 can be

uncovered. During beyond design tests at the Oregon State University (OSU)

Advanced Plant Experiment (APEX) test facility, series 25, core uncovering was

experienced, while RELAP5 simulations revealed a safe, completely submerged

core. The code failure to predict core uncovery was due to inaccurate and

inappropriately applied liquid entrainment correlations (Reyes 1997).
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For licensing purposes, accurate prediction of primary coolant removal rates

during AP600 plant blowdown is very important. Liquid entrainment in the reactor

hot leg during plant blowdown is under predicted by RELAP5, resulting in an non-

conservative estimate when a two-phase mixture of steam and water encounter the

vertical-up Automatic Depressurization (ADS) line on the reactor hot leg. The

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) subcommittee and Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) have recognized that this phenomenon is of high

importance regarding the licensing of the AP1000 advanced reactor design.

The lack of understanding of the phase separation phenomena has been

frequently cited. Phase separation in tees was identified as a "High Ranked"

phenomenon in the AP600 Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA)

Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) (Reyes, 1997). The

OECD/CSNI workshop on "Transient Thermal-Hydraulic and Neutronics Codes

Requirements," held on November 5-8, 1996, also identified the need for improved

phase separation models for next generation of system analysis codes.

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND TASKS

The scope of this research is limited to branching tees with a horizontal

circular mainline and a vertical-up branch. The objective is to develop new or

improved liquid entrainment models to predict primary coolant removal mass flow

rates. The research is sponsored by the NRC under contract NRC-04-97-046 and is

divided into the following tasks:

Analysis of existing data sets, facilities and models (Literature Review)

Organize a Two-Phase Flow Separation in Branching Conduits Database

containing data, facility descriptions, and test conditions from available

publications. Analyze database for "gaps" regarding facility scaling



parameters and mainline flow conditions. Collect all correlations related to

predicting entrainment rates within the scope of the study.

Scaling and design of a separate effects test facility Use appropriate

scaling criteria to ensure that the phase separation phenomenon is preserved

in the separate effects facility. Design an Air-water Test Loop for Advanced

Thermal-hydraulic Studies (ATLATS) based on Westinghouse AP600

prototypic conditions.

Construction of facility and instrumentation Build ATLATS facility

including a prototypically-scaled reactor vessel, steam generator, hot leg,

and Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) line. Use air and water at

atmospheric conditions as the working fluids. Incorporate transparent steam

generator tubes, hot leg, and reactor vessel viewports for visualization and

recording of the phase separation phenomenon. Design, build and test half-

ring type conductivity probes to record the two-phase stratified liquid level

in the hot leg.

Testing and data analysis Create a comprehensive test matrix to fill the

"gaps" found in the database in the Literature Review. Develop procedures

for calibrating, testing, and data processing following quality assurance

practices to produce nuclear grade data.

Model evaluation and development Evaluate previous correlations with

new ATLATS data to provide insight into the shortcomings of RELAP5

simulations. Derive and discet previous models to understand their

assumptions and limitations. Develop improved or new models based on a

more physically "real" representation of the liquid entrainment

phenomenon. Evaluate model against all available relevant data sets.

Audits and finalization of results To ensure integrity of the new model,

audit all spreadsheet calculations, data processing programs, and test

procedures.
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1.3 LIQUID ENTRAINMENT DESCRIPTION

During an SBLOCA in a conventional or advanced pressurized water

reactor, the corresponding slow depressunzation and relatively low phasic

velocities can lead to the presence of a two-phase flow in the primary side as shown

in Figure 1.1. Accurate characterization of the two-phase flow is essential for

predicting primary coolant removal rates. For the simplest case, stratified flow can

form in the reactor hot leg near the vicinity of a vertical tee junction shown in

Figure 1.2, where, d = branch (ADS line) diameter; W3g = gas/vapor mass flow; h =

gas chamber height; hb = onset of liquid entrainment gas chamber height. During

plant blowdown, choked vapor flow exists the vertical pipe. With sufficient vapor

velocity, liquid can be entrained out of the branch, reducing coolant inventory.

Steam
Generator

Depress.

Reactor Vessel

.1 Line

- 0000
Cold Leg

Hot L pooL oiuo

Figure 1.1 Two-phase flow in reactor hot leg during SBLOCA.
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l-d

I ti

I f

Figure 1.2. Tee junction, horizontal hot leg with a vertical-up branch.

In a general sense, the presence of liquid entrainment in the hot leg affects

the two-phase flow quality out of the branch. In turn, the break flow quality

directly determines the critical flow rate out of the branch, which then affects the

depressurization rate and the total water inventory of the reactor system. For a

postulated break or an automatic depressurization branch, the fluid quality of the

effluent is a critical parameter to predict primary coolant loss.

Prediction of branch quality can therefore be difficult due to the compact

nature of the reactor primary side. Previous studies should be examined carefully to

determine if their correlations can be applied appropriately to advanced reactor

designs.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature survey includes detailed descriptions of the experimental

facilities, test conditions, and collected data. Instrumentation methods and

measurement uncertainties are summarized based on the original publications. Test

data are included in the appendices. Investigators whose publications did not

contain readily available data were contacted and invited to submit data sets. Data

hardcopies were scanned and Optical Character Recognition was used to convert

them into electronic form. Data published in figures were digitized and data points

were converted into electronic form. Table 2.1 is a chronological summary of all

the publications reviewed in this survey.

Table 2.1 Chronological summary of previous studies

Date Authors and Experiment
Correlations

Published Institution Fluids D/

1981 Crowley and Rothe (Creare Inc.) Air-water 12 Entrainment Onset

34, 26, Entrainment onset
1984 Reimann, Khan and Smoglie (KfK) Air-water

17. 10 Entrainment Rate

Schrock. Revenkar, and Air-water 31, 25, Entrainment onset
1986

Mannheimer (Berkeley) steam-water 17, 10 Entrainment Rate

Entrainment onset
1989

- - .

Maciaszek and Micaelh (CEA) Air-water 6.8
Entrainment Rate

19, 17,
1991 Yonomoto and Tasaka (JAERI) Air-water Entrainment Rate

8.5

Note: * Did refers to the ratio of the main pipe diameter to the branch diameter.
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2.1 CROWLEY AND ROTHE (CREARE, 1981)

Crowley and Rothe of Creare Inc. conducted a series of air-water flow

visualization tests to investigate phase separation at small pipe breaks of different

orientations. This review focuses on experiments conducted with a horizontal

mainline and a vertical-up break. The two main components reviewed include the

facility and correlation developed.

2.1.1 Facility Description

The test facility is shown in Figure 2.1. Air and water are supplied to the

two pressure tanks at each end of the transparent 7.62 cm ID pipe. A 0.7% (0.64

cm) break has been located at the midpoint of the pipe. In these tests, the break is

an orifice (machined in the pipe), which can be oriented in any direction. Flow

meters, pressure transducers, and liquid levels instrument locations are also shown

in Figure 2.1. The operating pressure is 276 kPa 310 kPa so that the gas flow is

choked in the break. Flow regimes encountered include stratified, stratified-wavy,

and slug/intermittent. The unsteady behavior of the break flow for a vertical

oriented break may lead to other intermittent phenomena in the context of an

integral system.



PRESSURE

MANOMETER
TANK

1

LIQUID LEVEL

DRJiiN

)

-11

AIR
SUPPLY

FLO!IMETER REGULATOR

PRESSURE

GAUGE

BREAK ORIFICE I PRESSURE
(OR PIPE STUB) ml TANK

dli i_I 'TRAHSPARENT PIPE

(T'\

Figure 2.1 Test Facility (Creare)

2.1.2 Major Results

DRAIN

For an upward-oriented break, the correlation suggested by Rouse (1956)

for the onset of liquid entrainment into a vertical pipe located above a water pool

was suggested for predicting the onset of liquid entrainment. The correlation is

Fr
( Vg 1Pg 57[1b1 (2.1)

AP) rj ;J [d]



where the velocity and density of the gas phase for choked conditions in the break

are used. For the vertical up break, the velocity of the air in the large pipe is just

below the velocity at which slugs would form in the pipe according to the criterion

of Taitel et al. (1978).

where

' 1/2

Vg _[i
hL "l(Pf Pg )gAg 1

Pg'4i
]

(2.2)

2 11/2

AL=D[1_(!?_1' 1 (2.3)
D )]

The correlation was compared with one test data point, and the agreement was

acceptable. The non-dimensional variables in this correlation are the same as those

used by Smoglie and Schrock et al..

2.2 REIMANN AND SMOGLIE (KFK, 1984)

The KfK air-water tests were performed in Kernforschungszentrum

Karisruhe GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany, by Reimann et al.. Smoglie developed the

correlations for entrainment onset criterion and entrainment rate in her dissertation

at the University of Karlsruhe, using the KfK test data (Appendix A).
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2.2.1 Facility Description and Instrumentation

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of the air-water ioop. The air is supplied to

the ioop by a system consisting of four piston compressors followed by an air

cooler, an air filter, a spring tube manometer and a mercury thermometer. Cold

water is supplied from a reservoir with a circulating pump equipped with a speed

controlled DC motor. The water temperature and absolute pressure can be

measured at the exit of the pump. For steady-state conditions at a maximum system

pressure of 11 bar, the air compressor and water-pump provide maximum mass

flow rates of I kg/s and 30 kg/s. respectively. The gas and liquid mass flow rates

can be determined with one orifice in the NW 100 sections and three exchangeable

orifices with different mass flow rates but the same i.P range in the NW 50

sections. The pressure upstream of the orifices is measured with spring tube

manometers and the pressure drop through the orifices is determined with 0-1400

mm mercury-U-manometers. Downstream of the test section the air-water mixture

is carried into a cyclone and, subsequently, the separated air is released to the

outside and the water is transferred into the reservoir, which feeds the pump.

Figure 2.3 shows schematically the test section: the inlet, run and branch

variables are characterized by the indices 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Metered air and

water flows enter the horizontal pipe of 206 mm ID and a total length of about 6 m.

The inlet is provided with a chamber especially designed to favor stratified flow

(see Figure 2.4).

A short transparent section of the pipe, made of Plexiglas and located about

4.5 m downstream of the inlet, can be connected to branches with different

diameters and orientations. Downstream of the branch a 50 mm ID pipe with a

throttle valve (V3) leads to a separator or directly to a water tanks for weight

measurements to determine the branch liquid mass flow rate. The branch gas flow

rate can be measured at the exit of the separator with the orifice preceding valve.



About 1 m downstream of the Plexiglas section a movable weir is used to

change the liquid level in the test section independently of the rate of liquid flow

entering the horizontal pipe. The end of the test section can be removed (Section A-

A in Figure 2.3) to observe the flow field in the direction of the pipe axis, through a

window providing in the flange dosing the pipe.

aw comPresso<J (j p- ? I
NW 50

coolef air filter
temperature gauge T NW 10(

pressure gauge

4- orifice

Pest sCCtion- - I

(J
A inlet chamber

Abranch

lit water separator
T check vâjva

NW 50
water reservoir / water pump

NW 100

Figure 2.2 Two-phase flow air-water ioop (KfK)
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w29 -

wz

v2

(,-_1L---Vi- W3

V3 hygrometer

800 ri 4500

A J inlet

IA A
plexiglass pipe

2v3
I W

/
balance

WI'

Figure 2.3 Test section used for general measurements (KfK)

Figure 2.4 Details of the test section for small break experiments (KfK)
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At the exit of the test section the mixture can be throttled to atmospheric

pressure through the valve V2. To prevent pressure oscillations which occur when a

slug-type two-phase flow is throttled, it is important to assure that the flow leaves

the test section homogeneously mixed. For that purpose a special homogenizer

preceding the valve V2 is used. The dispositive consists essentially of 60 vertical

short pipes fixed to a plate. Each pipe has two longitudinal slots that allow the two-

phase flow to fill all the pipes simultaneously. The liquid accumulates at the bottom

of the bundle whereas the gas fills the upper portion above the liquid. Independent

of the interface level, gas and liquid flow homogeneously mixed through each pipe

and therefore the total mixture flows homogeneously. When only water flows

through the valve V2, the orifice preceding the valve is used to measure the gas

mass flow rate at the end of the test section.

Figure 2.5 shows details of the Plexiglas pipe. This transparent section

contains the branch inserts and allows visual observation of the flow phenomena in

the vicinity of the branch entrance. In the main pipe, about 0.5 m upstream of the

tee-junction, a pressure tap is connected with the absolute pressure transducer P1

and with differential pressure transducers for measurements of the liquid level APhI

and branch pressure drops AP13. The liquid level h1, is also given by a vertical scale

downstream of the branch in the Plexiglas section.

The branches having a length of 55 mm and an ID of 6, 8, 12, or 20 mm, are

pipe studs machine in interchangeable inserts with a sharp-edged entrance. Details

are presented in Figure 2.6 Four pressure taps at different positions along the

branch axis are connected with absolute spring manometers (P31. P32. P33, P34) and

with differential pressure transducers to measure the pressure differences AP131,

AP132, etc. Just downstream of the branch, the 50 mm ID pipe contains a tap for

additional pressure measurements (P35).



Figure 2.5

scale

Details of the Plexiglas pipe containing the branch inserts (KfK)

14

Figure 2.6 Details of the pipe studs used to simulate the breaks (KfK)
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2.2.2 Major Results

Based on the KfK air-water test data (Appendix A), correlations for liquid

entrainment onset and entrainment rate were developed by Smoglie.

2.2.2.1 Liquid Entrainment Onset Correlation

The liquid entrainment onset correlation was derived from a point mass sink

assumption at the branch inlet. Smoglie's analysis started from a point sink at the

center of the vertical break. It was assumed that the streamlines of the potential gas

flow were not affected by the presence of the gas-liquid interface. If the pressure

gradient at the interface is greater than or equal to the liquid pressure head due to

gravity, entrainment of liquid through the branch will occur and thus the criterion is

given by:

/ 2
\I/5

1w3
hb=KI

g

I\ gpgAp
(2.5)

where h,, = onset of liquid entrainment gas chamber height, K= experimentally

determined constant, w3g=mass gas flow rate out of the branch, g = acceleration due

to gravity, g = gas density at hot leg inlet,

This criterion is very close to the correlation proposed by Schrock, and the

adjustable parameter, K, equals 1.67 by fitting their experimental data for relatively

small branch sizes (Did> 10). It is also similar to the correlation of Rouse (1956) in

terms of the non-dimensional groups. RELAP5 has employed this correlation in its

Model 3.2 version.
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2.2.2.2 Liquid Entrainment Rate Correlation

The liquid entrainment rate correlation was obtained in the form of branch

gas quality versus the ratio of gas space height in the main duct to the entrainment

onset height (M2b), by fitting the experimental data:

2) i_]

X3 ='[1+Pf/Pg]
hb

(2.6)

where hb is give by Equation (2.5). The correlation works for air-water data in a gas

flow quality range of 0.95 to 1. Similar to Schrock's correlation (air-water and

steam-water, x3 < 0.95), the branch gas quality can be correlated by h/hb, however,

in different a function form.

2.3 SCHROCK, REVANKAR, AND MANNHEIMER (BERKELEY, 1986)

The work was completed in the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the

University of California, Berkeley. Experimental investigations were performed for

branch sizes of 4, 6, and 10 mm to study the liquid entrainment phenomena using

air-water and steam-water as the working fluids. The relevant test data are included

in Appendix B. Correlations were developed for liquid entrainment onset condition

and entrainment rate.
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2.3.1 Test Facility and Instrumentation

Major components of the experimental apparatus are a water reservoir

vessel, a horizontal test pipe, a recirculation loop, and a discharge section with tee.

A schematic of the test facility is shown in Figure 2.7. The main objective in the

design of the apparatus was to provide constant water and steam (or air) flow rates

in the horizontal test pipe, and to maintain steady stagnation state of the fluid

entering the break. In Figure 2.7: components are 1 - stands for pressure vessel

steam water reservoir, 2 pressure vessel immersion heaters, 3 steam separator, 4

reservoir pressure relief valve, 5 air-nitrogen supply shut-off valve, 6 vessel

vent line valve, 7 - water feed regulating valve, 8 water feed shut-off valve, 9

honeycomb test pipe flow homogenizer, 10 test pipe immersion heater, 11 gas

entry orifice meter, 12 upstream, view window for liquid level indicator, 13

downstream view window for liquid level indicator, 14 test section flow entry

view window, 15 break discharge section, 16 break discharge gate valve, 17

weight tank, 18 test pipe pressure relief valve, 19 gas exit orifice meter, 20

quench tank, 21 double pipe heat exchanger, 22 water recirculation pump, 23

water recirculation orifice meter, 24 water recirculation reheater, 25 water

recirculation reheater, 26 distilled water storage tank, 27 reservoir fill pump, 28

reservoir fill line regulating valve, 29 recirculation rate regulating valve, 30 gas

entry regulating valve, 31 gas exit regulating valve, 32 reservoir blowdown

regulating valve, 33 pump bypass line regulating valve, 34 heat exchanger cold

water feed regulating valve.

The test section is 58 cm long with flanges at both ends that match to the

upstream and downstream parts of the test pipe. The test section has a 2.54 cm tee

where the break tube is mounted. In order to have a clear view of the flow pattern at

the discharge tube entrance; the test section has two quartz glass windows 7.6 cm in

diameter installed on opposite sides of the test section. The windows are aligned
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vertically off-centered toward the break so that the break entrance can be observed

more clearly.

The small break sections are made of straight sections of stainless steel

tubes with a flange that-fits into the 2.54 cm tee branch of the test section. A break

tube of 2.95 mm ID and 12.35 cm long was used for the tests carried out on the

glass test pipe. Break tubes of 3.76 mm, 3.96 mm, 6.32 m and 10.15 mm ID were

constructed for experimental tests. The break tubes each have five pressure taps

distributed along their length. The pressure tap locations and the mounting of the

break tube onto the tee branch of test section are shown in Figure 2.8. The pressure

transducer connections between the taps are also indicated in Figure 2.8. Table 2.2

gives the various test break tube systems used in the present experimental program.

The test section can be mounted in between the upstream and downstream parts of

the test pipe for bottom, side and top orientation of the break tube with respect to

the horizontal test pipe.

Figure 2.7 Schematic of experimental facility (Berkeley)
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Figure 2.8 Test section and it's mounting onto test pipe (Berkeley)
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Table 2.2 Break test facility geometry (Berkeley)

Distance of pressure tap location from entrance (cm)

Notation for Test

Break Tube

d

(nun)
L P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

IG 2.95 12.35 7.8 8.8 10.05 10.95 12.30

IA 3.91 12.35 7.8 8.8 10.05 10.95 12.30

(3.62*)

lB 3.76 12.30 7.6 8.6 10.05 11.05 12.25

1 3.96 12.30 7.85 8.8 10.05 10.95 12.25

2 6.32 12.10 7.6 8.6 9.85 10.75 12.05

3 10.15 12.35 8.05 9.0 10.05 11.35 12.30

*This discharge tube had a smaller diameter at the entrance forming a smooth edged orifice with
diameter 3.62 cm.

For air-water tests under 650 kPa, compressed air from laboratory supply

lines was used to pressurize the reservoir and supply air to the test section. Because

the laboratory air supply pressure was limited, compressed air was used for higher-

pressure (650 to 1065 kPa) air-water tests. A standard pressure regulator controlled

the gas pressure supplied to the reservoir. The steam/air leaving the test section was

discharged to a quench tank. In the case of saturated steam-water tests the water in

the reservoir vessel was heated using electric heaters in order to maintain the

desired pressure while generating the desired steam flow rate. Saturation pressures

from 15 to 35 kPa above the desired test pipe stagnation conditions were

maintained in the reservoir vessel. The temperature within the vessel and at the

vessel wall was monitored with thermocouples during the heat-up period and

during the test runs. The pressure and temperature data were collected using an

automatic data collection system.

The stagnation temperature and pressure were measured by the

thermocouple and a pressure tap located near the water feed line connection at the
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lower end of the vessel. To determine the water level in the reservoir vessel, a

differential pressure transducer was used to measure the pressure head of the water

in the constant area portion of the vessel. Stainless steel tubing of 0.63 cm OD was

used for pressure sense lines. In addition to a Statham absolute pressure transducer,

a precision pressure gauge (Heise) was also connected to the bottom of the vessel

to monitor the vessel's absolute pressure. Six iron-constantan thermocouple

junctions were soldered onto the reservoir vessel wall at equal distances along its

length. The temperature measured by these thermocouples gave an estimate of the

water temperature in the reservoir. To prevent excessive heat loss from the vessel, a

5 cm thick layer of fiberglass pipe insulation was applied to the outside surface of

the reservoir. Also all the pipe and tube lines were covered with 2.5 cm thick

fiberglass pipe insulation.

Data were collected with a Vidar AutoData Eight data collection system.

The AutoData was operated in a continuous mode with the printer on. In the

experiments, 26 channels were used and the data was recorded on paper tape. The

data were printed on paper tape at an average rate of 2.275 lines per second. Two

measurement ranges were utilized: 100 mV and 10 V. All the signals were DC

inputs. Except for two Validyne transducers all the measurements were in the 0-100

mV range. Temperature measurements were made using thermocouple millivolt

responses. Strain gauge type load cells were used to measure the weigh tank mass.

All the differential and absolute pressure transducers used were strain gauge type

except two Validyne transducers, which were variable reluctance type.

2.3.2 Major Results

The investigation dealt with liquid entrainment and vapor pull-through

using air-water and steam-water as the working fluids. In this survey, only the

results for liquid entrainment onset (inception) condition and entrainment rate are
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included (test data in Appendix B). The test results can be summarized with the

following two correlations that fit the test data.

2.3.2.1 Liquid Entrainment Onset (Inception) Correlation

The liquid entrainment onset correlation that fits the test data is given as:

\2.5

Fr =O.395-- (2.7)
Ap d)

Fr8 (2.8)

The correlation works for both air-water and steam-water test data.

2.3.2.2 Liquid Entrainment Rate Correlation

The liquid entrainment rate correlation was obtained in the form of branch

gas quality versus the ratio of gas space height in the main duct to the entrainment

onset height (hflzb), by fitting the experimental data:

3251t---

2

(h h

x3=II (2.9)

where hb is given by Equation (2.7). The correlation works for both air-water and

steam-water test data to a gas flow quality range of 102 to 0.95. Similar to the KfK

correlation (air-water, x3> 0.95), the branch gas quality can be correlated by hlhb,

however, in a different function form.
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2.4 MACIASZEK, MEMPONTIEL, AND MICAELLIA (CEA, 1986, 1989)

Two articles were published by researchers of the Centre d'Etude Nucleaire

de Grenoble, France, summarizing the results of their four-year phase separation

study, for CATHARE development. Together, they provide a complete description

of the project; therefore, this review considers them as a combined work and will

focus only on results related to horizontal tees with vertical branches using steam-

water as the working fluids. Entrainment rate data are in Appendix C.

2.4.1 Test Facility and Instrumentation

A schematic of the experimental facility is shown in the Figure 2.9.

Flashing through a valve produces the two-phase mixture. The main and the break

mass flow rates are measured with full flow turbine flow meters. Qualities are

calculated from energy balances and pressure and temperature measurements at

different locations on the loop.
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Figure 2.9 Super Moby Dick Experimental Facility (CEA)

Figure 2.10 shows the test section. It consisted of a 135 mm ID main pipe

and a 20 mm ID break tube connected with a 6 mm radius rounded form. Another

test section has a main line size of 80 mm ID and a branch diameter of 12 mm ID.

A multi beam X-Ray densitometry gives the void distribution in the main pipe

upstream and downstream the break and consequently the level position for

stratified cases.
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Figure 2.10 Test section (CEA)

2.4.2 Major Results

Based on the test data (Appendix C), Maciaszek et al. developed the entrainment

onset and entrainment rate correlations.

2.4.2.1 Entrainment Onset Correlation

The semi-empirical correlation was developed based on an approach

considered by Bharathan et a! (1982) for liquid entrainment in a container with a

relatively large break. Essentially the model relies on predicting the interface

instability under branch. If the gas flow over the low-pressure region reaches a



critical value, it is postulated that the interface wave can grow without bound and

thus liquid entrainment begins. Accordingly, the correlation proposed by

Maciaszek et al. is of the form:

W3g
= pgpgd2Jh,, 088[

2

(2.10)

The coefficient of 0.88 was obtained by fitting existing experimental data, and d

stands for the branch size.

2.4.2.2 Entrainment Rate Correlati

According to Maciaszek et al., the entrainment data follow distinct

mechanisms. As soon as the gas chamber height, h, in the mainline drops below the

onset of entrainment level, hb, entrainment occurs and a large amount of liquid can

be sheared from the two phase interface; but as observed in KfK data, due to a high

vorticity of the gas flow in the mainline under the branch, droplets are radialy

accelerated and only a small fraction of them can reach the branch. Therefore,

branch quality, x3, remains high. if h is still decreased, the level of deflection

reaches the vertical branch and a liquid continuum may be sucked into the branch.

At this point, branch quality drops drastically.

Due to a high degree of data scattering, the model is broken into distinct

regions to accommodate several data sets:

hf h> hb, there is no entrainment

x3=l (2.11)
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If hum < h <hb, the entrainment rate is low (KfK data). The lower boundary hum is

correlated by:

where

hum =2.5-hb(lR°') (2.12)

Pg17g2
R= (2.13)

a3pV3 +(1a3)pLV

which characterizes the balance between horizontal and vertical inertial forces.

Branch quality, X3, is then qualitatively given by a linear function varying between

1 and x0 = 0.98 (roughly adjusted on KfK data) when h varies from hb to hum.

If h <hum, the entrainment rate is high and the branch quality is given by:

where

c21

x3=xo (2.14)

+PL/Pg(1_ai)

Oi =h/hiim (2.15)

In this approach, the authors identified a second instability in the entrainment

process corresponding to when h = hum (slug onset). At this point, entrainment rate

increases dramatically. The proposed model (2.14) relies on a simple

approximation to the void fraction (2.15).



2.5 YONOMOTO AND TASAKA (JAERI, 1991)

Yonomoto and Tasaka of JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)

carried out experimental and theoretical investigation on phase separation in a

vertical branch of a horizontal duct. Top, side and bottom breaks were studied for

air-water two-phase flows. In this review, only the top break case is included. Their

data were presented in non-dimensional plots and cannot be converted into raw data

for model evaluation.

2.5.1 Test Facility and Instrumentation

Figure 2.11 shows a flow diagram of the experimental facility, which

consists of a horizontal square duct with a break simulation section, an outlet tank,

an air-water separator tank, a water circulation pump, an air compressor and water

storage tank and piping. Figure 2.12 shows the horizontal square duct with a break

simulation section. One of three break orientations of downward, sideward, and

upward can be selected for a test by putting the break simulation duct in each

direction. The orifice with a diameter of 10 or 20 mm was used. The horizontal

duct has two glass windows of 300 x 190 mm on two sides normal to the break

plane and that of a diameter of 100 mm on the opposite side of the break orifice so

that the flow near the break can be clearly seen. The length of an inner side of the

square duct is 190 mm. The lengths between the duct inlet and the break, and

between the break and the duct outlet are 5.5 m and 2.25 m, respectively.

Water is circulated between the storage tank and the test section using the

circulation pump with the maximum superficial velocity of 0.55 m/s in the duct.

Air is provided to the test section using the air compressor with the maximum

superficial velocity of 3.3 m/s in the duct at atmospheric pressure. Water and air
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can be supplied from both sides of the horizontal duct as shown in Figure 2.13.

Temperatures, pressures, differential pressures, and air and water flow rates are

measured in the facility, of which locations are also shown in Figure 2.13. Air and

water flow rates through the break after being separated by the separator tank.

Figure 2.11 Flow diagram of experimental facility (JAERI)
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Figure 2.12 Test Section (JAERI)

Experiments were conducted at the maximum pressure of 0.7 MPa at room

temperature in the steady state condition. Experimental parameters are (1) a break

orientation; bottom, side or top, (2) a break diameter, (3) a pressure in the duct, (4)

a water level in the duct (5) a differential pressure across the break orifice, (6) air

and water inlet flow rates and (7) air and water outlet flow rates. Three types of

experiments were conducted changing the above parameters; (a) air and water are

supplied from on side and the outlet flow from the duct is not zero, (b) the outlet

flow rate of air or water is zero and (c) air, water, or air and water is symmetrically

supplied from both sides of the duct. All experimental data are manually recorded

in steady state condition. The differential pressure data are also recorded with a pen

recorder.
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2.5.2 Major Results

Based on the air-water test data, correlations for liquid entrainment rate

were developed. The entrainment onset criterion was from an analogy of Lubin et

al. (1967) for vapor pull-through initiation, which is similar to the correlation of

Smoglie and Schrock et al.. However, the coefficient varies for wavy and smooth

surfaces. The test data were presented in plots of non-dimensional parameters that

cannot be digitized in useful form.

The liquid entrainment rate correlation was developed from a conic

interfacial shape assumption under the break. The final form of the correlation

involves the total breaking flow rate, gas space height, and the branch flow quality:

(2.16)
W3___1t x3 x3 p1

(

C = exP[O.25
'1

(2.17)
Vsiug

) j

s1ug

o4871JhLP
+vii (2.18)

Pg

where W3 is the branch liquid mass flow rate, C = experimentally determined

constant, Vig = velocity of gas in the horizontal mainline, Vif = velocity of the

liquid in the horizontal mainline, h = gas chamber height in the mainline, and ,r,

gas density in the mainline.
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2.6 COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

From the review and in consideration to the actual application, it is found

that the previous experimental investigations have the following common

deficiencies:

(1) Most of the test data were obtained in experimental facilities whose

0.4

0.3

02

0.1

0.0

geometric conditions were too far from the prototypic cases. For instance, a

plot of d'D versus Ljnie/D shown in Figure 2.13 (D: hot leg diameter; d:

branch diameter; Liniet: distance from hot leg inlet to center of branch)

summarizes the test conditions for entrainment investigations. All the test

data that supported the existing correlations were obtained in the lower-left-

corner region of the plot, whereas the real system conditions are generally

located at the upper-right-corner. It is not practical to build a test facility

with the size of the horizontal duct equivalent to the prototypic hot leg

diameter. However, test data with greater dID ratio and larger Ljnie/D size

would be of great value for the evaluation of the correlations' scalability.

,ic 0 Berkeley

ns DKfKw CREARE*
ACEA*
XJAERI

A

0,0

BOX0 9
0 10 20 30

L/D

Figure 2.13 Geometric conditions of the existing test data (* from estimation)
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(2) Almost all the reported test facilities had a gas-liquid mixer at the inlet of

the horizontal duct, which differs from the prototypic hot leg inlet

configurations. For instance, the automatic depressurization branch in the

advanced reactor designs is close to the hot leg inlet. Hence, the flow

development length as well as the inlet condition should be examined for

the correlation evaluation. Specifically, the transition between stratified

flow to slug flow may be altered due to the short inlet length and the

disturbances on the mixture surface at the hot leg inlet.

(3) The majority of the steady state entrainment rate data was collected in the

fully developed stratified flow regime shown in Figure 2.14. The classical

flow regime map represents horizontal developed flow in the test section.

An analysis to determine the most commonly encountered flow regimes

during plant blowdown is contained Section 3.1.1. The compact nature of

the reactor primary side could greatly influence how much the flow can

develop. Meaning that under accident conditions, the flow in the hot leg is

most likely not only stratified.

10
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Figure 2.14 Classical horizontal two-phase flow regime map.
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(4) Large discrepancies exist among the different entrainment onset

correlations, which are summarized in Table 2.3. The correlations of Rouse

and Schrock et al. can be compared directly. However, the correlations of

Smoglie and Maciaszek et al. involve gas density at the branch inlet, and

therefore a direct comparison in the form of Froude number versus hb/d

need certain adjustments. Two limits of gas density at the branch inlet are

considered here, one equals the gas density in the main duct, and the other

takes to value of choking condition in isentropic flow. The results are

summarized in Figure 2.15. It suggests that the correlations of Schrock et al.

and Smoglie are very close to each other, especially when the gas density at

the branch inlet is set to the main duct gas density (in Smoglie's

correlation). This implies those correlations work well for relatively small

break sizes. For larger break sizes, the correlation of Maciaszek et al.

departs from the correlation of Smoglie and Schrock et al. Thus the break

size does affect the entrainment onset conditions. Nevertheless, the

correlation of Rouse seems to be not applicable. The one data point used by

Crowley and Rothe to validate the Rouse correlation is for hbld = 0.7, where

the Rouse correlation crosses the correlation of Maciaszek et al.. In

summary, The correlations of Schrock et al. and Smoglie are effective for

relatively small breaks; whereas the correlation of Maciaszek et al. is

appropriate for relatively large breaks.
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Table 2.3 Summary of onset of entrainment correlations

Reference Onset Correlation
Rouse 1/2

hb=0471
w3g

JPgLXPgd

Smoglie
W3g

hb = l67[p
pg2 J

Schrocketal. 1/2
,

\2.5

(Pg V3g
Fr =0395ik

, Fr
I\d)

Maciaszeketal. ''/3

Wg 1

hh =O88[pApgd2
J

Wg =(dJPgVg3

1000

I.

10

0.1

0.01

0.001

Maciaszek et al. (pg/pgi=O.63)

Maciaszek et al. (py/pg1l .00)

Rouse

Smoglie (pg/pgi=O.63)

Smoglie (øSi=l.00)

Schrock et al.

0.1 1 10
hb/d

Figure 2.15 Comparison of different liquid entrainment onset correlations



(5) Discrepancies were also observed for different entrainment rate

correlations, summarized in Table 2.4. Schrock et al. and Smoglie

suggested that the branch gas flow quality could be correlated by h/hb, and

their correlations agreed with their own test data reasonably well (Schrock

et al.: x3 = 0-0.95; Smoglie: x3 > 0.95). However, the two correlations are

not close to each other. The correlation of Yonomoto et al. can be converted

to the function of h/hb, if the adjustable parameter C is constant. For

comparison, we chose the two limits of C that cover from the data range

presented in the paper of Yonomoto et al., which are 1.00 and 1.85. Figure

2.16 shows that this correlation predicted a very different trend from that of

Schrock et al. and Smoglie. The entrainment rate model of Maciaszek et al.

graphed in Figure 2.16, is for the case of hum > h, valid only for large branch

sizes, where the onset of entrainment level, hb, is close to the slug transition

level, hiim If the branch size is too small, hum can become very small,

violating the model's requirement that hum > h. This correlation seems to be

close to that of Yonomoto et al., however, in a very different approach.

Nevertheless, all four correlations are correlated to h/hb either directly or

indirectly, in spite of the significant discrepancies among them.
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Table 2.4 Entrainment rate correlations

Reference Entrainment Rate Correlation
Maciaszek et al. 2I3

( h
= a = h / . =

a + /P 1d)
J

Schrock et al.
3 25[I_J

x3=(_J
/,______________

Smoglie 2[ h

( 1.15
hj

h h 1.15

X3=1_Ll+ypf/p]
[i_ __

j

Ø5(

Yonomoto ac 5/4

'a=K
a+p1/p4(la) '[h]

+K2'

C= 1.0 for Pg = Pg3' or 1.85 for = PgJ

K1= 1.15, K2=Ofor0<M1h<0.4
K1=0.9,K2= I for 0.4<Whb< 1.0

1.2

1
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Branch Quality, X3

Figure 2.16 Comparison of different entrainment rate correlations
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3. RESEARCH METHODS

The Air-water Test Loop for Advanced Thermal-hydraulic Studies was

designed to ensure that the prototypic phase separation phenomenon is preserved at

smaller scales. Work by Wu (1998) examines the phase separation phenomenon in

detail and proposes several scaled facility designs that meet preservation criteria.

Following design selection, the ATLATS facility was constructed and

instrumentation were developed to aid in the recording of two-phase flows. Data

were recorded using a typical computer acquisition system. High speed (200-300

Hz) recording was employed for the hot leg measurements, while lower frequency

(1-2 Hz) was adequate for levels, pressures, temperatures, and fluid flows. A test

matrix was developed in collaboration with the NRC to fill "gaps" in the existing

Phase Separation Database. A large amount of data were collected across several

flow regimes. Procedures were used for calibration and shakedown, onset of

entrainment, and steady-state entrainment experiments. Sample data plots for each

procedure illustrates the facility's response. A MACRO was programmed to assist

in data post processing. Since no facility can perfectly model any phenomenon,

some key assumptions were unavoidable. Over one hundred separate test series

were performed with the help of many indispensable participants.

3.1 SCALING ANALYSIS (WU, 1998)

The scaling criteria and the characteristics of the typical phase separation

process during a blow-down transient are presented. The target prototypic system is

the AP600 of Westinghouse Electric Inc. However, the AP600 design specifics

have been left out due to their proprietary nature.
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3.1.1 Prototypic Phase Separation Process at Vertical Tee Junction

The initial effort focuses on the phase separation phenomena in a horizontal

duct with a vertical tee branch, similar to a prototypic reactor hot leg with a break

or an automatic depressurization branch like the ADS-4 tee junction of the AP600

design. As demonstrated in Figure 3.1, a vertical-up branch on a reactor hot leg

provides the characteristics of the following processes:

V,,.I

C.Wkg V.

V.,,.) R,.,,, V.,,.)

Cold kg Doo.000.o)

(a) Submerged hot leg inlet (b) Partially submerged inlet (c) Final steady state

Figure 3.1. Three cases of a hot leg branching flows

Submerged Hot leg Inlet, Figure 3.1(a): If the mixtUre level is above the bottom

of the hot leg inlet during branch flow, a large amount of liquid would be driven

out through the vertical-up line, and the vapor quality in the branch differs from

that in the hot leg due to a phase separation process at the tee junction. The flow

regime in the hot leg would be most likely bubbly or dispersed bubbly flow. Also,

because vapor bubbles rise favorably in the vessel center region, the void fraction at

the hot leg opening might be lower than the average value of the mixture. In other

words, phase separation phenomena may also occur at the hot leg inlet.
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Partially Submerged Hot leg Inlet, Figure 3.1 (b). Following the initial

blowdown, the liquid carryover rate quickly decreases because of the partial

uncovering of the hot leg inlet. In this stage, liquid entrainment mechanisms

presumably dominate the liquid carryover rate. Depending on the vapor boil-off

rate, the flow regime in the hot leg can be stratified or intermittent flow. It is

speculated that the short distance to the tee branch form the hot leg inlet would

affect the flow regime development. Due to the disturbed surface level in the

vessel, liquid slugs may form at the hot leg inlet even for the flow that is supposed

to be categorized as stratified according to the conventional flow regime map.

Final Steady State, Figure 3.1(c): Eventually, the discharge reaches two possible

steady states. If the liquid injection rate is smaller than the boil-off rate, the flow

through the branch becomes steady steam flow. Depending on the steam flow rate,

the hot leg would be either dry or partially filled with liquid at a level below the

entrainment onset point. With a sufficient liquid injection, however, the hot leg

maintains a certain liquid level and the liquid injection rate would be balanced by

the boil-off rate plus the entrainment rate. A steady two-phase mixture flow

through the branch is expected.

The three distinct cases above illustrate that phase separation can occur in

several ways during the blowdown transient. To obtain a complete understanding

of the process, the following factors should be considered:

(1) Flow regime in the hot leg varies from bubbly flow to intermittent or

stratified flow, depending on the inlet conditions. Phase separation in the tee

junction occurs under the conditions of all flow regimes, and the liquid

carryover is much more pronounced in bubbly/intermittent flows than in

stratified flow.
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(2) The hot leg inlet condition significantly influences the flow in the tee

branch due to the disturbances on the liquid surface at the inlet.

(3) The development length from the inlet to the branch may affect the phase

separation at the tee junction since the hot leg flow would be in various

stages of development.

(4) The downstream condition of the tee branch controls the mass extraction

rate in the branch, and thus needs to be examined.

3.1.2 Facility Scaling

With the emphasis on the phase separation phenomena in a horizontal duct

with a vertical-up tee branch, the separate effect tests should focus on acquiring

data applicable to the prototypic geometry, initial and boundary conditions. To

determine the range of conditions for phase separation, the AP600 reactor

vessel/hot leg/ADS-4 system was used as a reference case. However, the AP600

design specifics have been left out due to their proprietary nature. The associated

scaling criteria are presented below.
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3.1.2.1 Hot-leg Flow Condition

According to Zuber (1980), the flow regime in a horizontal duct can be

characterized by a plot of the relative liquid height against the Froude number of

the vapor phase:

ig; (H,
Fr = =fig ...JgApD D

For geometric similarity of separated flows, equality of void fraction is:

(H (H,
D) D

m p

(3.1)

(3.2)

Consequently, the flow regime transitions scale with the vapor Froude number.

This provides the ability to easily plan experiments in the stratified, annular, and

intermittent flow regimes. To include the bubbly flow case that may occur in the

first stage of the ADS-4 depressurization process, the liquid flow rate should be

considered. According to Dukler and Taitel (1976), the flow regime transition from

intermittent flow to bubbly flow occurs when turbulent fluctuations are strong

enough to overcome the buoyant forces tending to keep the vapor phase at the top

of the pipe. The criterion is given by:

I(dp/dx)1fL1
PLi1

2 (3.3)
'°

1={2fLFr}func(LJ
gAp
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For turbulent flows with an approximately constant friction factor, this criterion

implies that the bubbly/intermittent flow transition boundary is a single line in a

plot of the relative liquid height against the Froude number of the liquid phase.

With geometric similarity, the flow regime transition scales with the liquid phase

Froude number equality.

Essentially, the Froude number scaling criterion is to preserve the flow

regimes and flow conditions. It requires geometric similarity, which generally

applies to duct shape and size for fully developed flows. For applications to two-

phase flows in a reactor hot leg, especially for the behavior at the branch location,

the inlet condition and the developing length to the vertical tee branch should be

scaled. As discussed previously, due to the disturbed surface of the two-phase

mixture level in the vessel, liquid slugs may form at the hot leg inlet even for the

flow that is supposed to be categorized as stratified. Because of the short distance

to the tee branch, the liquid slugs would be driven into the branch line, resulting in

a significant liquid carryover rate. Conventional experiments feature a uniform

mixture inlet and may not be applicable to the actual case. Accordingly, the

following geometric groups should be scaled:

Void fraction in the vessel: (avecsei )m = ) (3.4)

(Diieg (DhotIeg
(3.5)Hot leg size versus vessel size:

Dessei Jm Dvessei Jp

(Lilotleg/ree

J

') (3.6)ADS-4 branch location:
DHO,jeg Dijotieg )
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3.1.2.2 Tee Branch Flow Condition

If the flow in the hot leg is stratified, based on the entrainment model for

vertical tee branch flows (Zuber, 1980; Smoglie, 1984; Schrock et al., 1986), the

entrainment onset and the entrainment fraction is dependent on the following

criterion:

Fr
Jg,ee[ K1 hb

\m(D

gpD Dho(1eg J d J
(3.7)

If the geometric similarity is observed, this criterion implies the equality of the

Froude number based on the gas phase superficial velocity in the branch and the

hot leg. Beside this entrainment criterion, Reyes (1997) proposed using the

Kutadeledz number to scale the vertical-up branch due to the consideration of the

possibility of flow reversal in large vertical pipes.

Ku= >Ku0 (3.8)
1 1/2(giAp) "Pg

3.1.2.3. Test Conditions

By using liquid and gas flow rates as the control parameters; steady state

tests need to be performed to provide the detailed information of the relation

between the gas discharge rate and the liquid carryover rate through the vertical

branch. Each of the steady state tests corresponds to one instantaneous point in the

blow-down transient. Following the proposed scaling criteria, the test conditions

are identified below.
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The vessel void fraction at the hot leg inlet elevation needs to be scaled to

preserve the inlet condition of the branch flow according to Equation (3.4). Using

the pool bubbly flow correlation developed by Kataoka and Ishii (1987), the

corresponding test vessel conditions are presented in Table 3.1, where aR refers to

the ratio of vessel void fractions of the prototypic system and the model system.

The selection of the actual size of the test vessel depends on hot leg flow

conditions.

Table 3.1 Vessel scaling parameter

AP600 Power

(%)

MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa) Dvessel = 0.6096 m

Qg
(mis)

Jg

(m/s)

a
(%)

2 0.354 1.21 64.6 1.0

1 0.177 0.606 52.6 1.0

0.5 0.087 0.299 38.0 1.0

To preserve the poo1 boiling characteristics inside the vessel, the ratio

between the maximum sizes of cap bubbles and the vessel diameter was

considered. When the test vessel size is scaled down, it is important to maintain its

diameter greater than the maximum cap bubble size. Otherwise, the pooi boiling

characteristics may not be preserved. Instead, the flow would be chaotic slug/churn

flow with large fluctuations in pressure and flow rates. The maximum cap bubble

size is given by (Ishii and Kojasoy, 1993):

Dcap =4O\/gp (3.9)

At a system pressure of 137.9 kPa, the maximum cap bubble size in the prototypic

system is about the same as in the model system, roughly 10 cm in diameter,



substantially smaller than the prototypic vessel size. The vessel diameter of 61 cm

is about 6 times greater than the maximum cap bubble size, and therefore is a

proper and practical choice.

When the hot leg inlet is submerged in the two-phase mixture, flow regime

scaling is the most important. As discussed earlier, initially the flow regime in the

prototypic hot leg is most likely dispersed bubbly flow. Using the parameters

selected in Table 3.2 (Dvessei = 61 cm) and assuming the mixture level in the reactor

core is higher than the hot leg elevation, the flow parameters in the scaled hot leg

are shown in Table 3.2. All of the three test models presented here have dispersed

bubbly flows in their hot legs as shown in Figure 3.2. The liquid volumetric

velocities are obtained from the homogeneous model.

For the first model, the hot leg diameter is 15 cm, which requires a

maximum liquid flow rate of 0.19 m3/s, corresponding to the prototypic case with

2% decay heat. For the second model, the hot leg diameter is 10.16 cm. In order to

preserve the flow regime in the hot leg, the gas discharge rate from the hot leg

branch is reduced to one half of the injection rate. A gas relief opening should be

prepared at the top of the vessel to release the excess gas for steady state tests.

Because of the reduction in hot leg cross-sectional area by a factor of about 2, the

required liquid flow rate is more manageable, approximately 0.095 m3/s. If we

select a water pump of 0.050 m3/s nominal capacity, the gas discharge rate from

the hot leg branch should be reduced to one quarter of the injection rate. The

resultant flow regime in the hot leg is close to the transition boundary from

intermittent flow to dispersed bubbly flow. In view of the three options, the final

model would be the most practical choice for bubbly flow case. Also, tests may be

performed for the first two models in other flow regimes. However, the decay

power to be simulated would be less the 0.5% of the full thermal power and the

void fraction inside the vessel would be lower than 40%.



Table 3.2 Scaling for submerged hot leg

MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa, vessel diameter Dvesi = 60.96 cm)
AP600 MODEL 1 D= 15.24cm

(Q2 HL=Q.Vessl)

MODEL 2 D= 10.16cm
(Qg.HL=Qz.VessIl2)

MODEL 3 D= 10.16cm
(Q 'u.=Qz.ve.$/4)

Power
(%) (mi/s)

Jg

(m/s)
j

(m/s)
Q

(mIs)
Jg

(mis) (mis)
Qj

(mls)
fg

(m/s)
if

(m/s)
2 0.194 19.4 10.6 0.097 21.8 12.0 0.049 10.9 5.99
1 0.160 9.70 8.77 0.080 10.9 9.87 0.040 5.45 4.93

0.5 0.144 4.79 7.82 0.071 5.38 8.80 0.036 2.69 4.40

1.E+02

1.E+O1 Bubble c
I

Annular

1 .E+00

Slug

1 10 100

j (m/s)

Figure 3.2 Flow regime in submerged hot legs (solid circles: AP600; open
squares: MODEL 1; open triangles: MODEL 2; open circles:
MODEL 3)

When the core mixture level is below the upper edge of the hot leg inlet, the

flow in the hot leg is most likely in the regimes of stratified flow, intermittent flow,

or annular flow. According to Equation (3.1), if geometric similarity is satisfied,

the key parameter for hot leg scaling is the two-phase Froude number, which

essentially provides a measure to the intermittence. This non-dimensional number

is the ratio of inertia force to gravity force acting on the liquid surface. When the

inertia force (unstable factor) overtakes the gravity force (stable factor), the surface

intermittence increases, and therefore, liquid would be more vulnerable to being



transported to the upper portion of the duct, resulting in significant liquid carryover

to the vertical-up branch in the hot leg.

Using the parameters selected in Table 3.1 (Dvessei = 60.96 cm), the Froude

numbers for different hot legs at various gas flow rates are summarized in Table

3.3. Because of the significant reduction of hot leg diameter, the Froude numbers of

the three models are greater than the prototypic value. This is desirable because it

can be easily adjusted by releasing gas flow from the gas relief opening located at

the top of the test vessel.

For the liquid entrainment to the vertical-up branch, certain scaling analyses

should also be considered. According to Equation (3.7), if geometric similarity is

ensured, the analyses summarized in Table 3.3 are also applicable to the liquid

entrainment process.

The gas flow rate in the branch depends on the break size and location. In

most cases, vapor will be extracted by the branch unless a large break occurs in the

hot leg. Assuming that half of the boil-off steam is released from one branch at

137.9 kPa, the gas superficial velocity in the prototypic branch ranges from 22 m/s

to 170 m/s for a decay power of 0.5% to 2% of the full power. From the flow

regime map for vertical pipe flows, the two-phase flow in the prototypic branch

should be in annular flow regime. This conclusion can be further justified by the

annular flow regime transition criterion (Todreas and Kazimi, 1989):

Ku 3.1 (3.1)

As shown in Table 3.4, the Kutateladze number, Ku, in the prototypic system is

much greater than 3.1. For the proposed three model systems with a branch

diameter of 5.08 cm and 3.50 cm, the annular flow characteristics can be ensured.



Table 3.3 Hot leg scaling

AP600 MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa, Dvessei= 60.96 cm)
MODEL 1

(D= 15.24 cm)

Q. HLQ y,

MODEL 2
(D= 10.16 cm)
Q1.IIL=Q.Vess/2

MODEL 3
(D= 10.16 cm)
Q1.HL=Qg,Vessl14

Power
(%)

Fr
(cUmin)

Fr Qg
(cUmin)

Fr Qg
(cUmin)

Fr

2 0.231 0.354 0.556 0.177 0.766 0.089 0.383
1 0.116 0.177 0.278 0.089 0.383 0.044 0.192

0.5 0.058 0.087 0.137 0.044 0.189 0.022 0.0945

Table 3.4 Branch scaling

AP600 MODEL (air-water, 137.9 kPa, Dves,ej = 60.96 cm)
MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3

(D= 15.24 cm, (D= 10.16 cm, (D= 10.16 cm,
d = 5.08 cm) d = 3.50 cm) d = 3.50 cm)
Q,.HL=QR,Vessl Qg.HL !R.Vessl Qz.HL=Qz.Vessl

Power Ku Jg Ku j Ku Jg Ku
(%) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)

2 36.0 175 37.4 185 39.5 92.4 19.8
1 18.0 87.3 18.7 92.4 19.8 46.2 9.88

0.5 9.01 43.1 9.22 45.6 9.75 22.8 4.88

3.2 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

Based on the scaling analysis, the Air-water Test Loop for Advanced

Thermal-hydraulics Studies (ATLATS) has been designed and constructed at

Oregon State University. Figure 3.3 is the schematic diagram of the test facility and

Figure 3.4 is a photo of the same facility. This system consists of a test vessel, a

model hot leg/tee branch test section, model steam generator, air-water separator,

measurement system, and liquid/air delivery system.

Air is supplied from a 150 kW compressor (Gardener-Denver, Model

EDPQ ES-200) with a capacity of 0.51 m3/s at 689 kPa. Air travels from the 2.83



m3 air receiver through a filter and air supply valve to seven porous tubes in the

lower part of the reactor vessel. Along with water from a water pump, the air

released through the porous tubes, simulates the pool boiling in the vessel. A relief

valve on the top of the vessel, when open, simulates the gas flow through another

hot leg. At critical velocities water is entrained by the airflow in the test section,

travels up the vertical branch, and eventually separates from the airflow in the

catch-tank. The separated air is released to the atmosphere while the water returns

to a large water tank.

Model Steam Generator

Instrument Flanges

Auxiliary
Air Outlet

Catch-

110 p&g

Fitter

Flow Meter

Flow Meter

Water Pump
Air Compressor

Figure 3.3 Schematic of ATLATS facility

Water
Tank
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Figure 3.4 Photo of ATLATS facility: Reverse side of schematic in Figure 3.3
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3.2.1 Test Vessel and Bubble Injection Unit

The test vessel (60.96 cm ID, 213 cm high), as shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6,

is made of austenitic stainless steel. The lower section of the vessel is a bubble

injection unit, which contains seven porous tubes of 5.08 cm OD (Figure 3.7), a

middle chamber for uniform water injection, and a bottom chamber for air

injection. Air enters the vessel at the bottom, passes through the water chamber,

through 7 pipes of 2.54 cm ID, and is finally injected into the upper vessel pooi via

the 7 porous tubes. Under each porous tube, a ball valve was installed such that the

void distribution in the vessel pool can be varied. In the middle section, water

enters an annular down-corner section in the vessel from two side openings, and is

evenly injected into the vessel pool via 92 uniformly distributed holes. There are

two visualization windows with one at the vessel top and the other at the same level

of the hot leg inlet. Also, an auxiliary air outlet is mounted to adjust the airflow rate

in the hot leg section while the void fraction in the test vessel maintains constant.

Auxitlary
Air Outlet Visual Window

flnatrum.nt Port

Insuument Poll

Visual Window

Water Inlet r>
Drain

Air Irtlet

Figure 3.5 Reactor test vessel

to Tee Junction

-(Z=i Water Inlet
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Figure 3.6 Engineering design of the test vessel
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Figure 3.7 Bubble injection unit: Lower head of the reactor test vessel.

3.2.2 Tee Test Section

The model hot leg (15.24 cm ID and 10.16 cm ID) and the vertical tee

branch (5.08 cm ID and 3.50 cm ID, respectively) are made of transparent PVC

pipes. In order to examine the entrance length effects, 4 different inlet lengths of

the hot leg are used as shown in Figure 3.8. Measuring from the connecting flange

face, the inlet length options are 35.56 cm, 48.26 cm, 68.58 cm and 83.82 cm. The

level or void fraction measurement probes are designed as insertions between the

flanges, described in Section 3.3.1. Two pressure taps are located before and after

the tee branch.
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Figure 3.8 Test tee junctions:(A) D = 15.24 cm., d = 7.62 cm., inlet length =
53.34 cm. (B) D = 15.24 cm., d = 7.62 cm., inlet length 68.58 cm.

3.2.3 Model Steam Generator and Air-water Separator

A model steam generator is installed at the end of the test hot leg, scaled to

the prototypic AP600 steam generator except the tubes are replaced by seven 5 cm

ID Tygon tubes as shown in Figure 3.9. A valve in the returning line adjusts the

friction loss of gas flow in the steam generator tubes. The lower head of the model

steam generator is made of stainless steel, as shown in Figure 3.10, covered by a

plate with 14 openings to install Tygon Tubes. The exit is then connected to the test

vessel through a 7.6 cm ID PVC pipe, replicating the prototypic reactor cold leg. In

the actual blow-down transient when liquid entrainment occurs at the tee junction

of ADS-4 line, the cold leg is sealed by water in the reactor down-corner region. A

control valve in the returning line can reproduce such kind of loop seal. Tests have

also been arranged with this control valve open, to investigate the effects of vapor

flow via the cold leg path to the tee junction due to flushing in prototypic reactor

vessel.
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Figure 3.9 Model steam generator

-

0oo

Figure 3.10 Lower head of the model steam generator

The air water separator, a plastic catch-tank with an opening to atmosphere,

is located above the vertical tee branch. This tank sits on an electronic scale for the

measurement of liquid carryover due to liquid entrainment at the tee junction. For

steady state tests, water in the catch-tank flows back into the water supply tank

from a 5 cm ID drain line.
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3.2.4 Air and Water Delivery Systems

An air compressor (Gardener-Denver, Model EDPQ ES-200, 0.51 m3/s)

along with a 2.83 m3 accumulator has been installed outside the laboratory. This

compressor is cable of supplying a steady air flow of 0.51 m3/s at a maximum

pressure of 689 kPa. Driven by an 0.05 m3/s water pump, water comes from a 3.76

m3 plastic tank to the injection unit. Fro test requiring small amounts of water, a

potable, 2.54 cm ID water supply line is used instead, to allow for finer adjustments

inflow.

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

Test data are acquired by an Agilent Data Bucket. The data bucket can

record in slow or fast scanning modes and save the data as a comma delineated file.

During experiments, the data bucket is connected via null modem cable to a

portable computer where channels can be viewed "live", using a software package

from HP. A high-speed data card, separate from the data bucket, is used to

duplicate hot leg level measurements. Table 3.1 is an instrumentation list

corresponding to the instrument tags in Figure 3.11.



VENT TO ATM

Figure 3.11 ATLATS instrument tags and locations, excluding hot leg level
instruments LT- 103 and LT- 104.
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Table 3.5 Instrumentation List

Instrument
Tag Instrument Name Range

LT-IO1P Rx Vessel Level Probe 2.03 m H20
LT- I 02P Rx Vessel Level dP, Uncompensated 1.87 m H20
LT-103P Hot leg Liquid Level 15.24 cm H20
PT-00 I P Rx Head Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-002P Rx Bottom Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-003P HL Pressure @ Rx Flange 1.03 Mpa
PT-004P HL Pressure @ ADS/Line Rx Side 1.03 Mpa
PT-005P HL Pressure @ ADS Line/Blanked Side 1.03 Mpa
PT-006P ADS Line Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-007P Air Compressor Pressure @ Rx Inlet 1.03 Mpa
PT-008P Air Receiver Pressure 1.03 Mpa
PT-009P 1" Bypass Line Pressure 1.03 Mpa
FT- 101 P Air Compressor Flow 0.472 m3/s
FT-i 02P Rx Head Vent Flow 0.472 m3/s
FT-103P Vortex Flow Meter Discharge Side 0.472 m3/s
FT-104P 1" Bypass Line Air Compressor Flow 0.014 m3/s
FT-105P Rx Liquid Injection Flow 1.89x103 m3/s

LCT-OOIP Catch Tank Mass (load cells) 1814.4 kg

TF.1O1P
Air Compressor Discharge Temp @ Rx
Inlet

100 °C

TF-102P Rx Vessel Tamp @ HL Elevation 100 °C
TF-103P I" Bypass Line Temperature 100 °C

3.3.1 Half-ring Type Impedance Probe

Figure 3.12 is an illustration of the half-ring type impedance probe

developed for measurement of a two-phase stratified level. Two sets of probe are

installed up stream and down stream of the vertical tee branch, LT-103P and LT-

104P, respectively. The probe is constructed from two 14 Ga stainless steel wires

flush-mounted on the inside periphery of a section of PVC ring that is sandwiched

between two flanges. By measuring the impedance in the stratified flow, the water



level in the horizontal duct can be obtained. A sine wave oscillator provides a 10

kHz signal to the water through the two wire electrodes at a regulated voltage. The

current draw from the probe is sent to a current-sensing amplifier. This signal is

rectified and filtered to remove high frequency noise, and eventually is amplified to

provide a voltage output from 2 to 9 volts. A photo of the installed ring probe

circuit is shown in Figure 3.13 and a more detailed illustration of the ring probe

circuit is shown in Figure 3.14.

I Output
10Khz Sine

I
Amplifier

SensinWave
Oscillator AIi4.

Current
Probe

Flanges

Two-phase
flow

I Low Pass
Rectifier

I Filter

Figure 3.12 Half-ring impedence probe for measuring liquid level

DVC
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Figure 3.13 Photo of ring probe circuit

l4 -
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Figure 3.14 Single ring probe circuit
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Figure 3.15 Calibration curve for half-ring type conductivity probe
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Because the distance between the two wire electrodes increases as the water

level rises, non-linear voltage response to the water level is expected as illustrated

in Figure 3.15. Calibration of the probe was done through water level measurement

by pressure sensor (LT-lO2P). Before every serious of entrainment tests, a

calibration has to be made to minimize the uncertainty due to possible water quality

fluctuation. Figure 3.15 presents an example calibration curve, which is non-linear

as expected. The data points in Figure 3.15 were fitted to a 3 degree polynomial to

obtain the following correlation:

-O.0405V3 +0.5645V2 -0.2758V + 1.4061 (3.1)
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where V is the voltage output (in Volt) of LT- 1 03P and h1 is the hot leg liquid level

in cm. The constants in Equation 3.1 will vary for each calibration at the beginning

of every test series.

The two hot leg ring probes are on a separate data acquisition system

compared to the other instruments. Flow intermittency in the hot leg, such as water

slugs and large waves, of a high frequency, can cause alliasing issues.

Consequently, a high frequency data acquisition card was tested compared to the

Agilent Data Bucket. The results are shown in Table 3.2. Each measurement was

averaged over 5 minute interval. There is no noticeable difference in the steam

generator side (LT-104P) hot leg measurements, while a significant difference can

be found in LT-103P due to low-level noise that is picked up by the 1 Hz Agilent

system.

Table 3.6 Comparison between 1 Hz and 50 Hz hot leg level measurements

1 Hz 50 Hz %Diff between 1 and 50 Hz
LT-103P LT-104P LT-103P LT-104P LT-103P LT-104P

(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) %Diff %Diff
9.850 10.188 8.138 10.211 17.38 0.22
8.730 9.243 7.656 9.266 12.31 0.25
8.082 8.788 7.442 8.766 7.92 0.26
6.350 6.520 6.292 6.563 0.92 0.66
5.860 6.160 5.794 6.200 1.13 0.66
6.142 7.518 5.994 7.503 2.40 0.20
5.593 6.982 5.489 7.003 1.86 0.29



3.3.2 Measurement Uncertainty

There are three main sources of measurement uncertainty in the

measurement: calibration and data bucket channels. These uncertainties are additive

and their resulting total uncertainty, , can be expressed by the common

propagation of error equation for small measured uncertainties &,..., &v,

(3.2)

This formula applies to all instruments, and Table 3.3 summarizes the estimated

uncertainties for all instruments employed in the tests.

Table 3.7 ATLAS Instrumentation Uncertainties

T IDag
Calibration

Uncertainty % FS
Data Bucket

Uncertainty % FS
Total

Uncertainty
Average

Value

LT-1O1P 1.304 0.201 0.84in 35in
LT-102P 0.210 0.034 0.26 in 41 in
LT-103P 0.137 0.152 0.38 in 5.2V
LT-104P 0.132 0.205 0.32 in 5.3V
PT-OO1P 0.200 0.20 1 0.42 psig 5.0 psig
PT-002P 0.225 0.225 0.45 psig 5.0 psig
PT-003P 0.344 0.344 0.60 psig 5.0 psig
PT-004P 0.156 0.157 0.38 psig 5.0 psig
PT-005P 0.263 0.264 0.50 psig 5.0 psig
PT-006P 0.188 0.195 0.42 psig 100 psig
PT-007P 0.08 1 0.082 0.30 psig 5.0 psig
PT-008P 0.381 0.38 1 0.65 psig 100 psig
FT-1O1P 0.050 0.07 1 7.0 scfm 250 scfm
FT-102P 0.200 0.201 2.5cfm S0acfm
FT-103P 0.050 0.07 1 4.2 gpm 30 gpm
FT-104P 0.050 0.071 0.7 cfm 13 CFM
FT-105P 0.090 0.352 0.12 15 gpm
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Table 3.7 ATLAS Instrumentation Uncertainties (continued)

LCT-OO1P 0.050 0.07 1 28.0 ibm 500 LBM
TF-1O1P 0.470 0.481 0.63 C 12C
TF-102P 0.470 0.481 0.63 C 18 C
TF-103P 0.470 0.48 1 0.63 C 20 C

3.3.3 Data Acquisition System and Methods

A portable PC compatible computer running Microsoft Windows 95 is used

in conjunction with an Agilent Data Bucket to record instrument measurements..

Instruments are connected via shielded instrument grade wire to a centrally

powered instrument box, which is also shielded. The signals from the central box

are gathered and connected to the instrument card that slides into the data bucket.

Finally, a RS-232 cable is run from the data bucket to the computer port. A separate

ring probe circuit powers the half-ring type capacitance probes. Long wires run

from the ring probe circuit box to a data acquisition card in the portable computer.

The long wires created a noise problem that was fixed by adding an additional filter

into the circuit.

An Agilent DataLogger software package is used to process most of the

instrument channels (Figure 3.16). LabView is used to record duplicate

measurements of the ring probe channels at higher frequencies (Figure 3.17).

Before each test series, electronic equipment is warmed up while the facility is put

through a short shakedown. Air and water is injected at a constant rate to remove

any residue on the pipes and internal structures. Instrument channels are checked to

see they are reading within their calibrated range. After the shakedown, the

DataLogger and LabView programs are simultaneously started and data begins

recording. The ring probe circuit has a tendency to heat up, and is monitored vary

closely during the test. Any overheating of the ring probe circuit will result in a null

on that channel and the test must be stopped. If multiple steady state conditions are



run, a log file is generated that can be used to identify correct time averaging

periods. When the test procedure is complete, all injection flow is stopped.

Instruments are watched as they return to nominal conditions. Recording is

stopped, and data is exported for processing. All procedures are Quality Assurance

Certified for Nuclear Grade Data..

'01100 at 8/21/2001 . Data 08/21/01 14:13:28 lot 01100- HP BenchLink Data loggei

-

Th,,eO y2(Qfl) 2(OO

yl:(Ofl) tl(Otf)
[

Autoscele
F

CzreIoe 00/21/01 025834 287 PM

00/21/01 01:0338176 PM 08/21/01 02/08/04287 PM

Figure 3.16 Screenshot of Agilent DataLogger software.
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Figure 3.17 Screenshot of LabView VI programmed developed for high-speed
recording of hot leg levels

3.3.4 Visual Recording

The transparent tee test section, steam generator tubes, and reactor view

ports enabled VHS recording of the phase separation phenomenon. For more

detailed examination, a high-speed camera system was employed. This enabled

recording of up to 500 frames per second for up to 4 seconds. Slow playback of the

high-speed films gave startling results as to the structure of the two-phase flow in

the hot leg during liquid entrainment.



3.4 TEST MATRIX

Just under 100 tests were run in ATLATS from 1999 to 2001, the most

common being onset of entrainment and entrainment rate tests to fill "gaps" found

in the Phase Separation Database during the literature review. Several small series

were run to determine slug frequency in the hot leg and the effect of inlet length on

entrainment. The test matrix listed in Table 3.4 was developed with guidance from

the NRC and peer review.

Tests 99008 through 99011 were the first tests to obtain hot leg

measurements for the onset of liquid entrainment at specific gas flow rates. The

effect of the hot leg inlet length from the reactor vessel on beginning of entrainment

was investigated in tests 99012 through 99015 and 99020 through 99030. To verify

repeatability of the test facility, 99016 through 99019 were completed. Tests 99031

through 99040 were run to obtain measurements on entrainment rates for steady

state liquid injection. Review of onset data motivated tests 99041 through 99046 to

extend the current data set to higher gas flow rates. Evaluation of entrainment rate

data led to more tests, 990047 through 99053, to obtain data in a larger range of hot

leg flow regimes. To determine the effect of intermittent flow on entrainment rate,

tests 99061 through 99066 were completed.

In 2000, a steam generator was installed downstream of the hot leg. Test

series 00067 through 00069 were run to obtain measurements of liquid entrainment

onset. All tests after 00067 were run with the steam generator installed with a 1"

pressure equalizing return line, but no cold leg. Similar to previous tests, 00070

through 00075 were completed for intermittent flow regimes confirmation. Pool

entrainment from the reactor vessel was observed during long onset of entrainment

transients. Tests series 00076 and 00077 were run to determine the rate of poo1

entrainment from the reactor vessel through the automatic depressurization line.

Large liquid slug oscillations were observed in tests 00070 through 00075 at

specific injection rates. A data acquisition system with a higher scan rate was used



in tests 00078 through 00082 to determine the frequency of the oscillating slugs. A

cold leg was installed on the outlet of the steam generator and tests series 00083

through 00088 were run to determine the effect of variations in the downstream

flow resistance on entrainment rate. Onset of entrainment data with the new cold

leg was obtained in tests series 00089 and 00090.

In 2001, Tests 01100 through 01103 examined the effect of varying

downstream conditions on entrainment branch flow rate and using the high-speed

recording (200-300 Hz) on the hot leg ring probes. Finally tests 01106 and 01107

were completed to determine the effect of varying downstream conditions on the

onset of liquid entrainment.

During each entrainment rate data point, the flow regime in the hot leg was

recorded by hand. The flow regimes observed were classified as stratified-wavy,

transition, or intermittent/oscillatory. Since the branch is very close to the hot leg

inlet, the flow is not fully developed should not be plotted on a conventional flow

regime map. However, since flow conditions for each test were pre-determined

from a classical map, Figure 3.18 maps ATLATS data on a traditional map. This

enables comparison of ATLATS data sets with KfK, Berkeley, and Anderson.

ATLATS data compliments previous data sets and fills the flow regime "gaps" in

the Phase Separation database.



Table 3.8 ATLATS test matrix

Ttt
engtLh

Gas Flow
Rate

(SCFM)

Liquid
Flow Rate

(GPM)

Description

99008 16.25 68 NA Onset of liquid entrainment
99009 16.25 102 NA Onset of liquid entrainment
99010 16.25 136 NA Onset of liquid entrainment
99011 16.25 170 NA Onset of liquid entrainment

99012 22.25 68 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99013 22.25 102 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset

99014 22.25 136 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99015 22.25 170 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset

99016 22.25 68 NA Rerun of 99012-99015 to verify repeatability
99017 22.25 102 NA Rerun of 99012-99015 to verify repeatability
99018 22.25 136 NA Rerun of 99012-99015 to verify repeatability
99019 22.25 170 NA Rerun of 99012-99015 to verify repeatability
99020 22.25 204 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99021 16.25 68 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99022 16.25 102 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99023 16.25 136 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99024 16.25 170 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99025 16.25 204 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99026 28.5 68 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99027 28.5 102 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99028 28.5 136 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99029 28.5 170 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99030 28.5 204 NA Effect of inlet length on entrainment onset
99031 16.25 166 4 Entrainment rate
99032 16.25 204 4 Entrainment rate
99033 16.25 224 4 Entrainment rate
99034 16.25 280 4 Entrainment rate
99035 16.25 320 4 Entrainment rate
99036 16.25 360 4 Entrainment r'ate
99037 16.25 420 4 Entrainment rate
99038 16.25 480 4 Entrainment rate
99039 16.25 540 4 Entrainment rate
99040 16.25 600 4 Entrainment rate

99041 16.25 300 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99042 16.25 400 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99043 16.25 220 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99044 16.25 250 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99045 16.25 280 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99046 16.25 350 NA Extension of onset of entrainment data
99047 16.25 90 16 Extension of entrainment rate data
99048 16.25 120 10 Extension of entrainment rate data
99049 16.25 160 8 Extension of entrainment rate data
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Table 3.8 ATLATS test matrix (continued)

99050 16.25 220 8 Extension of entrainment rate data
99051 16.25 220 6 Extension of entrainment rate data
99052 16.25 410 2 Extension of entrainment rate data
99053 16.25 520 2 Extension of entrainment rate data
99061 16.25 41 4 -60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
99062 16.25 54 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
99063 16.25 82 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
99064 16.25 109 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
99065 16.25 136 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
99066 16.25 163 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation test
00067 16.25 68 - 500 NA Entrainment onset with steam generator
00068 16.25 100 -450 NA Entrainment onset with steam generator
00069 16.25 325 - 475 NA Entrainment onset with steam generator
00070 16.25 163 4-60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SG
00071 16.25 136 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SG
00072 16.25 109 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SO
00073 16.25 82 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SO
00074 16.25 82 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SO
00075 16.25 54 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with SO
00076 16.25 54 163 NA Pool entrainment rate with steam generator test
00077 16.25 54 670 NA Pool entrainment rate with steam generator test
00078 16.25 109 0 Slug frequency test (, no formal procedures)
00079 16.25 109 0 Slug frequency test (, no formal procedures)
00080 16.25 109 4 Slug frequency test (, no formal procedures)
00081 16.25 109 24 Slug frequency test (, no formal procedures)
00082 16.25 109 50 Slug frequency test (, no formal procedures)
00083 16.25 163 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam

generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00084 16.25 136 4- 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam
generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00085 16.25 109 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam
generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00086 16.25 82 4 -60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam
generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00087 16.25 82 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam
generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00088 16.25 54 4 60 Intermittent flow regime confirmation with steam
generator test with two conductivity probes, with 3"
cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed

00089 16.25 68-500 NA Onset of entrainment with steam generator test with
3" cold leg valve open, 1" return line closed
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Table 3.8 ATLATS test matrix (continued)

00090 16.25 68-500 NA Onset of entrainment with steam generator test with
3" cold leg valve closed, 1" return line closed

01100 16.25 66, 75, 90 4-60 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime
mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

01101 16.25 110,125,1 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
50 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

01102 16.25 165, 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
187.5, 225 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

01103 16.25 196, 225, 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
270 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

O11O1A 16.25 110, 125, 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
150 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

011 02A 16.25 165, 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
187.5, 225 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

01 lO3A 16.25 196, 225, 4-35 Entrainment rate with gas injection through porous
270 tubes and steam generator. Also, flow regime

mapping data was taken. (Apply high-speed data
acquisition card to the hot-leg water level)

01106 16.25 100, 150, 10-60 Onset of entrainment with gas injection from
(part 1 + 200 bottom of reactor vessel and steam generator with
part2) 3" cold leg valve closed, 1" return line closed.

(Apply high-speed data acquisition card to the hot-
leg water level)

01107 16.25 100, 200, 10-60 Onset of entrainment with gas injection from
(part 1 + 300 bottom of reactor vessel and steam generator with
part2) 3" cold leg valve closed, 1" return line open. (Apply

high-speed data acquisition card to the hot-leg water
level)
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Figure 3.18 ATLATS data on a Mandhane flow regime map. Open triangles =
intermittent, closed diamonds = transition, and open squares =
stratified-wavy (200-300 Hz)

3.5 PROCEDURES AND FACILITY RESPONSE

Originally, ATLATS was constructed as a separate effects test facility, but

over its 4-year life span, additional components have been added, creating a facility

more similar to an integral test. Analysis of channel plots are part of the Quality

Assurance program to verify all instruments are operating within range and are not

null. This examination is conducted for every test and can uncover new

phenomenon related to phase separation.
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3.5.1 Shakedown and Calibration

Before every test, the facility is taken through a short shakedown and

calibration procedure. The shakedown involves injecting air into a dry facility to

dislodge any settled particulates. Water is then added at a high flow rate to clean

out the particulates and cycle the water supply. In some cases, the water tank is

drained and filtered potable water is added to provide a "fresh" supply. The

portable data acquisition system is connected and instruments are checked to see if

they are within their specified range. The air and water supply is closed to begin

calibration of the ring-probes.

The two hot leg ring probes are calibrated using the reactor vessel DP cell.

Water is slowly injected until the hot leg is flooded with no air pockets. The water

injection is closed and the flooded level is maintained for several minutes to

provide a baseline level. Finally, the reactor vessel drain is opened, and the hot leg

level and reactor vessel level are recorded as the system slowly loses primary

coolant. A calibration curve is created from the ring probe voltage and the DP level

measurement (Figure 3.15). This calibration is done before each test, since water

impurities can greatly affect ring probe sensitivity.

3.5.2 Onset of Liquid Entrainment Tests

The objective is to find the liquid level in the hot leg when liquid

entrainment to the branch occurs at a specified gas flow rate. A total of 38 test runs

were performed and the tests were carried out in three phases. Initially, when the

facility was built, the steam generator was not installed due to budget constraints.

The down stream of the hot leg was blind-flanged to simulate the condition that no

vapor flows from the steam generator side to the branch. Test results indicate that
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water waves reflected back from the end flange promote liquid entrainment and

therefore, raised the concern of the effects of down-stream conditions. After the

model steam generator was installed, tests were repeated for comparison. Also,

three hot legs with different branch locations were employed to evaluate the effect

of inlet conditions. Flow visualization was made with conventional high-speed

camcorders for the purpose of observing the entrainment process.

The airflow ranges from 0.028 m3/s to 0.34 m3/s, corresponding to air

velocities of about 15 rn/s to 170 rn/s at the branch exit. In the hot leg, air

superficial velocity ranges from 1.4 rn/s to 16 mIs, high into annular flow regime.

The vessel system is slightly pressurized up to 41.4 kPa gauge. Detailed test

procedure, data reduction, and results are presented below.

Tests were conducted following strict procedures. Two approaches were

taken to determine the entrainment onset condition. The direct approach is to

visualize the onset of liquid entrainment while changing the airflow rate. However,

due to the unsteady level in the reactor vessel, irregular surface waves propagate to

the branch location, making the task extremely challenging. The second approach is

to find the liquid level when entrainment stops at a given gas flow rate. Initially, the

test vessel is filled with water above the hot leg opening, and then airflow is

provided at a prescribed flow rate. Liquid carryover through the branch follows and

finally stops when the water level in the hot leg reaches a critical height. This

approach requires an airflow velocity in the branch exceeding the limit of flow

reversal, which is true for the flow conditions of interests. In fact, the branch size

was scaled to guarantee the preservation of the phenomenon (Section 3.1.2).

The entire transient of liquid levels, system pressure, liquid temperature,

and airflow rate is recorded through a data acquisition system. The key parameter is

the liquid level in the hot leg. The half-ring type impedance probe measures this

level and Figure 3.19 shows a typical water level history in the test at a relatively

small airflow rate (0.04 m3Is). After the data acquisition system is turned on, the

reactor vessel is filled with water, resulting in a gradual rising signal in the plot.



When airflow is supplied, water level drops quickly, the final water level fluctuates

due to the unsteady level in the reactor vessel. The average level is taken as the

liquid entrainment onset level. The entire test lasts about 600 seconds. Figure 3.20

and Figure 3.21 are the corresponding test vessel mixture and collapsed levels,

respectively.

The pressure histories in the test section and reactor vessel are almost

identical, since the facility operates at atmospheric pressure and there is no

significant source of pressure loss. Figure 3.22 is a representative plot of the

pressure experienced during onset of entrainment tests in the reactor vessel head,

PT-OO1P. The pressure rises dramatically when the air is throttled, due to initial

slugs of water entrained through the branch. After the initial entrainment, pressure

returns to zero gauge. Small "spikes" in the pressure history can be attributed to

large slugs of water passing through the test section due to the instabilities in the

reactor vessel mixture and hot leg level surfaces. A plot of the receiver pressure

from the air compressor in Figure 3.23 is relatively constant. A steady flow rate of

air to the reactor vessel and test section was recorded by FF-1O1P and FT'-104P.

Figure 3.24 is a plot of FT-IO1P over time. At 210 s seconds air was throttled and

maintained a constant supply until 520 s, when the air supply valve was closed.

The liquid and air entrained through the vertical branch is caught in a

separator. A load cell, LCT-OO1P, records the total weight of the separator and is

plotted in Figure 3.25. These data are valuable for latter phase code evaluation of

the entrainment transient. Two thermocouples are located on the air inlet to the

reactor vessel. One, TF-101P, on the 15.24 cm diameter air-line, and the other, TF-

lO3P, on the 2.54 cm air line. A third thermocouple, TF-lO2P, is located on the

reactor vessel at the hot leg elevation. Figure 3.26 is a plot of all the temperature

histories.
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Figure 3.20 Reactor vessel mixture level history, LT-1O1P (1 Hz)
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Figure 3.21 Reactor vessel collapsed level history, LT-102P (1 Hz)
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3.5.3 Steady-State Entrainment Tests

Forty-four test series were run to investigate the rate at which liquid is

entrained into the branch for a wide range of inlet gas and liquid flow rates. Under

steady state conditions, the liquid level in the hot leg, airflow rate and liquid

entrainment rate through the branch are the key parameters in the test. The effects

of steam generator, down-stream airflow, and branch location were investigated.

Similar to entrainment onset tests, those tests were carried out in three phases.

Initially, when the facility was built, steam generator was not installed due to

budget constrains. The down stream of the hot leg was blind-flanged to simulate

the condition that no vapor flows from the steam generator side to the branch. Test

results indicate that water waves reflected back from the end flange promote liquid

entrainment and therefore, raised the concern of the effects of down-stream

conditions. After the model steam generator was installed, tests were repeated for

comparison. Also, three hot legs with different branch location were employed in

the tests to evaluate the effects of inlet conditions. Flow visualization was made

with conventional high-speed camcorders for the purpose of observing the

entrainment process.

The tests were performed under steady state conditions. Initially airflow is

set at a specified rate, and then water is supplied to the test vessel. As the water

level rises above the hot leg entrainment onset limit, entrainment starts and finally

balances the injection rate. The final liquid level (average) and the air/liquid flow

rates were the key parameters recorded.

Typical test data are presented in Figures 3.27 to 3.32. The gas flow rate

was constant throughout the test, while the liquid injection rate is stepped

periodically using a 1.9 cm line to obtain multiple steady-state entrainment data

points. The liquid injection flow rate through the 1.9 cm line is plotted in Figure

3.27.



To determine the hot leg level, a half-ring type conductivity probe was

utilized. To determine an appropriate time interval over which to average the level,

time stamps were employed when steady-state entrainment was achieved. Figure

3.28 is a plot of the hot leg level, LT-103P.

Figure 3.29 is a plot of the reactor vessel mixture level, LT-1O1P, of a

representative steady-state entrainment test. The mixture level in the reactor vessel

increases slightly over time due to an increase in liquid injection rate for a constant

airflow rate. The gradual increase of the inlet liquid flow is more apparent in

Figure 3.30, where the reactor vessel collapsed liquid level is graphed as a function

of time. A representative pressure history is plotted in Figure 3.31, where the

system pressure steadily increased with increasing liquid injection rate. Steps in

Figure 3.27 indicate intervals when steady-state entrainment was reached.

The system temperature decreases steadily as the liquid injection flow rate

is increased using the 1.9 cm line connected to the potable water supply. When the

15.24 cm line is employed the water is heated, due to heating from the water pump,

shown in Figure 3.32
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3.6 DATA PROCESSING

Upon completion of a test series, data is uploaded from the portable

computer to a secure server via the Local Area Network. A low and high speed data

file, high and low speed calibration file, and log file are placed into a test series

folder on the server hard drive for post processing. These files are formatted for

input into the data reduction software. The first step involves generating the

calibration curves for the two half ring-type conductivity probes. The high and low

speed calibration files are inputted into an Excel MACRO, which generates a best-

fit fourth order polynomial. The voltage to hot leg level equations are used to

convert the two high and low speed hot leg data channels into engineering units.

The data files are now ready for time averaging.

The log file provides the time averaging periods and is formatted to remove

any extraneous entries. The two data files containing only engineering units and the

log file are inputted into the time averaging and viewing Excel MACRO (Figure

3.33). A C program is used to breakup the large high-speed data file into

manageable pieces for Excel. Time average points are produced, along with



transient plots for each channel. Examination of transient plots is easily done by

clicking on an instrument tag name (Figure 3.34) and ensures that all channels were

functioning during the test. If a channel failed, it is noted and saved in the log file.

The time average points are then placed in a clean file and saved into the test series

folder along with all other data, calibration, and log files. Flow regimes are

recorded during the experiment by hand and are added to the time average file. All

MACROS were developed in-house by You Yao, to which many thanks are due.

Figure 3.33 Screenshot of time averaging MACRO. Data input and calculation.
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Figure 3.34 Screenshot of time averaging MACRO: Channel plot review.

3.7 EXPERIMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

A very unstable mixture level is present during entrainment tests in the

reactor vessel due to air injection from the seven porous tubes. In reality, reactor

internals would have a large effect on the two-phase reactor vessel mixture surface.

Efforts are underway to add reactor internals to study their effect on entrainment

rates.

Onset of entrainment tests begin with a flooded reactor hot leg. Air is

injected, and entrainment begins. Eventually, the reactor level will reach a low

point, where liquid can no longer be entrained from the hot leg out the branch. This

level is recorded as the beginning of liquid entrainment, but in reality, is the level at

which entrainment stops. It is assumed that the same level would be reached if the



hot leg level started below the onset of entrainment, and the gas was slowly

increased until entrainment began. The top-down approach was used, since it is

easier to determine when entrainment stops, than to try and identify the small drops

of liquid entering the branch when entrainment just begins.

Air and water is used at atmospheric conditions as the working fluids. Tests

run in the larger Advanced-Plant Experiment (APEX) at Oregon State University

with high-pressure steam and water, show little variation from ATLATS data.

Therefore, it is assumed that using steam-water instead of air-water has little effect

on entrainment rate. Air-water was used to allow for higher injection flow rates at a

reduced capital cost. Consequently, the facility is rated for 138 kPa gauge. This

limitation is based on the fracture limitation of the clear PVC piping. A safety relief

valve on the reactor vessel is set for 138 kPa gauge.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Various test series were run in ATLATS. The first being an investigation

into the affects of hot leg inlet length on entrainment onset, followed by steady

state entrainment rate tests to measure branch mass flow rates. The steady state

region was mapped with several tests, and a flow regime classification system was

employed specific to ALTATS conditions (Figure 3.18). Several extension tests

were run and the flow regime map was confirmed.

A steam generator was installed in 2000 to allow for varying downstream

conditions. Onset and entrainment rate tests were rerun where gas was allowed to

travel through the steam generator in multiple ways. Intermittent flow occurred at

high liquid gas flow rates, where a solid liquid slug would oscillate between the

branch and steam generator inlet. To determine the frequency of the slug, a Fast

Fourier Transform analysis was applied to the ring probe data.

During long transient tests, it was discovered that pool entrainment in the

reactor vessel can have long term effects on primary heat sink capacity. Two test

series were performed to isolate the effects of pool entrainment on the entrainment

present in the reactor hot leg.

Finally, all entrainment rate flow conditions were rerun using the high-

speed data acquisition system applied to the ring probe channels. Some aliasing had

occurred using the data bucket system when the hot leg flow regime was

intermittent. The high-speed system gave more accurate measurement of hot leg

level.



4.1 ONSET OF ENTRAINMENT RESULTS

The ATLATS reactor hot leg is a part of a compact system of piping. Flow

from the reactor vessel to the hot leg has little time to develop. The amount of pipe

allowed for development may affect when liquid entrainment begins. Conversely,

downstream conditions on the hot leg outlet can also play an important role in

determining the onset level at a critical gas flow rate.

4.1.1 Effect of Inlet Length

Figure 3.8 shows three different tee configurations with inlet lengths of

35.56 cm, 48.26 cm, and 68.58 cm. Several onset tests were run with each inlet

length to determine if the onset level was affected by the unstable reactor vessel

mixture level surface. Figure 4.1 is a plot of the dimensionless onset gas chamber

height, hV, versus Froude number times density ratio for each inlet length. The

slug transition criterion by Wallis (1982) is plotted along with the data for zero

liquid flow. The onset level is well below the slug transition for low gas flow rates.

This is due to a calm stratified surface at low break flows. At larger critical flows,

waves can form on the stratified surface, bringing the onset height closer to the slug

transition. Although, it is not wholly appropriate to compare the blinded

downstream data with the slug transition, since the flow is far from developed. For

varying inlet lengths, the onset level does not significantly change.
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Figure 4.1 Effect of inlet length on the onset of liquid entrainment (1 Hz)

4.1.2 Effect of Steam Generator

A model steam generator (Figure 3.9) was installed to determine the

influence of the steam generator lower plenum on hot leg entrainment. Originally,

the hot leg was blinded to simulate a pressure barrier caused by the steam generator

liquid volume after depressurization. Figure 4.2 is a similar plot as Figure 4.1, with

onset data for with and without the steam generator installed. When gas is allowed

to flow out the hot leg through the steam generator, onset data lies on the slug

transition line. The blinded data shows an increased liquid level in the hot leg.
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Figure 4.2 Effect of steam generator on the onset of liquid entrainment (1 Hz)

4.1.3 Effect of Downstream Conditions

Several return lines were installed to vary downstream flow conditions.

These simulated gas flow through the cold leg of the primary side. A 2.54 cm and

7.62 cm was used to allow flow split between the branch and hot leg outlet. Figure

4.3 is a plot of onset level with different return lines open. The dependence of onset

level on downstream condition is not great, but the same trend is observed. As

more gas is allowed to exit the hot leg instead of the branch, the gas chamber height

increases. Again, most of the data falls on the slug transition line. This is not an

entirely appropriate comparison, since the slug transition was intended for fully

developed pipes at low phasic velocities without any branching tees. But the

comparison does illustrate that the mechanism for the onset of liquid entrainment is
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similar to that for slug transition. This is a useful point in developing new onset

models.
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Figure 4.3 Effect of downstream condition on the onset of liquid entrainment (1
Hz)

4.2 ENTRAINMENT RATE TEST RESULTS

When liquid and gas are injected at a constant rate, a steady state condition

is reached in the test section. The test matrix in Figure 4.4 was completed before

installation of the high-speed data acquisition system on the hot leg level channels.

The data from these tests are used for qualitative research, while the high-speed test

matrix in Figure 3.18 is used for quantitative comparisons (see Table 3.2 for a

comparison between high and low speed hot leg measurements).
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Figure 4.4 Entrainment rate test matrix (1 Hz recording frequency)

4.2.1 Step Phenomenon

Figure 4.5 is a plot of dimensionless gas chamber height verses branch

quality for an open return line and closed one. When the return line is closed, there

is a pronounced "step" in the hot leg liquid level from the inlet (reactor side) to out

let (steam generator side) illustrated in Figure 4.6. This is due to the pressure

barrier caused by the steam generator gas volume. This "step" is much less

pronounced when gas is allowed to flow through the steam generator.
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Figure 4.5 Step phenomenon recorded by ring probes (1 Hz, SG = Steam
generator)
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Figure 4.6 Photo and illustration of step phenomenon



4.2.2 Effect of Downstream Conditions

Two pipelines connected to the steam generator outlet provide 2.54 cm and

7.62 cm flow diameters for use in varying downstream conditions. Figure 4.7 is a

plot of steam generator side (LT-104P) ring probe gas chamber height versus

quality for several downstream variations. As less flow is allowed through the hot

leg outlet, the gas chamber height increases to a maximum case when all gas exits

the branch.
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Figure 4.7 Effect of varying downstream conditions on entrainment level (1
Hz)
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4.3 TWO PHASE FLOW REGIMES

The literature review and construction of a Phase Separation Database

revealed that previous studies focused on stratified or stratified-wavy flow in the

hot leg. The scaling analysis in Chapter 2 revealed that in a prototypic plant

experiencing a blowdown transient, bubbly or intermittent flow is more probable in

the hot leg. The test matrices (Figures 3.18 and 4.4) were designed to extend data

into these highly applicable flow regimes.

During the onset of liquid, entrainment there is zero liquid flow rate and

therefore the two-phase structure is almost always stratified or stratified-wavy. At

extremely high gas flow rates, annular flow was apparent.

Due to the compact nature of the ATLATS design, conventional flow

regime classifications were not applicable. Therefore, a specific naming system was

used to describe the flow structures observed: stratified-wavy, transition, and

intermittent/oscillatory that are different from their conventional, fully developed

counterparts.

4.3.1 Stratified-Wavy Flow

Figure 4.8 is a series of screen captures from a high-speed camera system

illustrating stratified-wavy entrainment. Liquid entrainment does not occur at a

steady rate. As a large wave (Figure 4.8, slide 3-5) encounters the branch, the mass

flow rate through the branch increases dramatically. As the wave loses potential out

the break, the mass flow rate drops and the cycle repeats. Most of the previous

studies focused on collecting data within this flow regime.. Due to the entrainment

process, there is some aeration of the liquid directly below the branch. The

structure of the two-phase flow directly under the branch has a squashed conical

shape.
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Figure 4.8 Stratified-wavy entrainment in the hot leg



4.3.2 Transition Flow Regime

It is difficult to determine transition flow from intermittent flow, visually.

By looking at high-speed data hot leg level plots, such as Figure 4.9, the flow

regime is more easily specified. The transition line is chosen at an arbitrary slug

frequency that seems to be consistent throughout the tests. This transition line can

be better determined by running tests with finer variations in gas and liquid

injection flow rates. The frequency of the liquid slugs will be addressed in Section

4.3.3.
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Figure 4.9 Transition and intermittent/oscillatory flow in the hot leg (200-300
Hz)
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4.3.3 Intermittent/Oscillatory Flow Regime

Under certain flow conditions, a liquid slug can form in the hot leg that

oscillates between the steam generator lower plenum and the branch, causing an

intermittent flow pattern. To capture the slug formations, a high-speed data

acquisition system was designed and installed on the hot leg level channels (see

Section 3.3.1). The intermittent flow pattern is shown in six slides in Figure 4.10.

Slide 1 shows the hot leg just after a slug has passed, leaving a typical trail of

bubbles. The low pressure at the break, coupled with high liquid velocities, creates

a large instability on the two-phase surface (Slide 2). This forms a slug when the

most dangerous waves hits the top of the pipe. The slug loses potential as liquid is

entrained. With the presence of the branch, the slug will blocked from continuing

toward the inlet, and returns toward the lower steam generator lower plenum.

The frequency of the slug can be determined by applying a Fast Fourier

Transform to the steam generator side ring probe (Hong, 2001). Figure 4.11 is a

plot of slug frequency versus liquid injection flow rate. In this case, downstream

conditions were varied to determine the effect of flow direction on slug frequency.

Air was injected from the reactor vessel (RX) and steam generator (SG) in various

fractions from 0.065 to 0.98. For all cases, the slug frequency is between 1 and 2

Hz. Increasing when there is a larger flow split.
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Figure 4.10 Intermittent flow entrainment in the hot leg
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In the entrainment onset tests, a new phenomenon was observed that the test

vessel lost liquid inventory continuously even after the mixture level drops below

the hot leg elevation, as shown schematically in Figure 4.12. This process can be

categorized as a liquid entrainment process in the vessel pool to a side "break",

which is the hot leg inlet in this case. Liquid droplets entrained in the test vessel

follow the gas/vapor streamline, pass through the hot leg section, and enter the

vertical tee branch at a steady rate depending on the gas/vapor flow rate.

After hot leg entrainment ceases, when the liquid level in the mainline

reaches a critical low level for a given gas flow, the critical level remains constant.

Over a long period of time, the hot leg level and mixture level can continue to drop.
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Removal of liquid up the branch can continue, even when the mixture level in the

reactor is lower than the bottom of the hot leg. This type of pool entrainment occurs

when small droplets of liquid are entrained at a critical gas velocity from the

unstable mixture level surface in the reactor vessel. These droplets are carried out

of the reactor vessel, into the hot leg, and into the vertical branch. Pool entrainment

rates are small compared to hot leg entrainment (Figure 4.13), but are constant,

which can lead to core uncover as shown in Figure 4.14. After about 200 seconds,

the reactor vessel mixture level drops below the hot leg (RX level in test, Figure

4.14) at high gas flow rates, while the mixture level can remain relatively constant

if the gas flow is not high enough (RX level).

Reactor Vessel

ft V23

-- Mixture level

Bubbly Flow

Figure 4.12 Liquid entrained when mixture level is below hot leg (pool
entrainment)
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5. THEORETICAL MODELiNG

Modeling of liquid entrainment in a vertical tee junction was conventionally

approached in two steps. First, the gas chamber height, hb, in the hot leg at which

entrainment begins, is found from a critical gas/vapor flow rate, W3g, through the

break as shown in Figure 5.1. When the actual liquid level in the horizontal pipe is

higher than the critical level, i.e., h <hb, liquid entrainment occurs. The second step

uses the onset level predicted from the critical gas flow rate, along with actual level

measured, to determine the break quality, x3. This two-step method has been

employed in RELAP5. In this section, the model evaluation follows the two step

convention, one for entrainment onset correlations and the other for entrainment

rate predictions. Model improvement and further considerations are also included.

_______J
1'

t

1w3 I h

Figure 5.1 Onset of liquid entrainment in horizontal duct with a vertical branch.
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5.1 ENTRAINMENT ONSET CORRELATIONS

Zuber addressed the liquid entrainment phenomenon in 1980 for stratified

flows in a horizontal main duct with a vertical tee branch. Extensive experimental

studies were reported regarding the entrainment onset criterion (Rouse 1956,

Smoglie, 1984; Schrock, et al., 1986; Anderson and Benedetti, 1986; Maciaszek

and Menpoteil, 1986). Schrock's results have been incorporated into

RELAP5IMOD3.2. In those investigations, Smoglie and Maciaszek provided two

different semi-empirical correlations for the prediction of liquid entrainment onset.

Rouse's correlation was from a non-dimensional analysis that revealed the general

mechanism for liquid entrainment phenomena. Since the resultant criterion by

Rouse is only for a pipe inlet over a fluid free surface without the confinement of

container walls, it does not correlate the test data from a tee junction.

5.1.1 Correlation of Smoglie

Smoglie's analysis started from a point sink at the center of the vertical

break shown in Figure 5.2. It was assumed that the streamlines of the potential gas

flow were not affected by the presence of the gas-liquid interface, if the gas sink

rate is given by W3g, the pressure gradient at the interface on the centerline of the

branch can be found to be:

Wg

2pg2r5
(5.1)

I r =hb
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where g is the gas density in the main duct and hb denotes the distance between the

branch opening and the gas-liquid interface. If this pressure gradient is greater than

or equal to the liquid pressure head due to gravity, entrainment of liquid through

the branch will occur and thus the criterion is given by:

hg >K[

Wg
1I5

2gptp2r2
)

Point Sink

Interface 0

Figure 5.2 Smoglie's single sink model

(5.2)

This criterion is very similar to the correlation proposed by Schrock, and the

adjustable parameter, K, equals 1.67 by fitting their experimental data for relatively

small branch sizes (DId> 10). RELAP5 has employed this correlation in its Model

3.2 version. However, at the liquid-gas interface on the centerline of the branch, the

pressure gradient should be zero since it's a stagnation point. Therefore, the

pressure gradient at the stagnation point can never balance the gravity force. This

rational implies the model might miss some important mechanisms that are
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responsible for the actual entrainment process. Also, the correlation does not

involve the effects of branch size, which are particularly important for the safety

analysis of prototypic reactor geometry. Nevertheless, their correlation works

reasonably well for those data obtained for relatively small branch sizes, and

detailed discussion will be provided in the comparison section

5.1.2 Correlation of Maciaszek

Maciaszek's semi-empirical correlation was based on an approach

considered by Wallis for liquid entrainment in a container with a relatively large

break. Essentially the model relies on the interface instability under the opening as

shown in Figure 5.3. II the gas flow over the low-pressure region reaches a critical

value, it is postulated that the interface wave can grow without bound and thus

liquid entrainment begins. This is similar to the mechanism for slug transition

experienced in a horizontal pipe. Accordingly, the correlation proposed by

Maciaszek is of the form:

h,, _088[
___

Wg
-

pgApgd2
(5.3)

The coefficient of 0.88 was obtained by fitting existing experimental data and d

stands for the branch size. This correlation works reasonably well for large size

branches, but does not apply for small branches where hb is reported to be almost

independent of the branch size d.
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Figure 5.3 Maciaszek's model

5.1.3 New Model Development

As shown in Figure 5.3 when gas flows into the branch, a ring-shaped wave

can form under the opening. If the gas flow rate through a cylinder, with a diameter

the same as the wave separation reaches a critical value, it is postulated that the

wave can grow without bound, resulting in liquid entrainment. This is similar to the

slug transition experienced in a horizontal pipe. To employ this rational, a wave of

height, 5, and spacing, A, is considered, which leads to the following continuity

equation for the gas flow over the wave crest:

=W3g. (5.4)

Without considering the kinetic energy of liquid far from the branch opening, the

change in pressure experienced from the wave crest to the stagnant point is found

to be
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Ap = ApgS = Pgax. (5.5)

Substituting Equation (5.4) into Equation (5.5) results in

228(hbSY= 2 (5.6)
2ff pgLpg

Equation (5.6) is a relation containing the critical gas flow rate, W3g, and the gas

chamber height, hb, for entrainment onset in terms of the unknown wave height and

spacing. For any given gas mass flow rate, if the wave spacing is only a function of

hb, which is true from latter potential flow analysis, the change of wave height with

respect to h, can be obtained:

2.5(5hb)

h + 362. (5.7)

This solution gives the critical wave height equal to one third of hb. Namely, if the

change in 8 over hb approaches infinity (i.e. the wave grows without bound),

entrainment begins. Substituting the critical wave height into Equation (5.6) and

solving for the corresponding gas chamber height,the liquid entrainment onset

criterion becomes:

hb[
Wg

it2 pApg22)
(5.8)



Maciaszek assumes the wave spacing to be the same as the branch diameter,

resulting in the liquid entrainment onset correlation presented in Equation (5.3)

with an adjustable experimental factor of 0.88. In a latter analysis, it will be shown

that this is a valid assumption only when the interface is close to the branch inlet.

For general consideration, the A should be a function of the branch size and the

location of the interface. This is because the wave crest should appear where the

gas pressure over the interface is minimum, corresponding to a maximum gas

velocity. Therefore, a potential flow analysis has to be performed to identify the

wave crest separation.

By neglecting gas viscosity under steady state condition, potential flow

theory is applicable by considering the gas flow field as the result of two

distributed sinks located at the two sides of the interface, as demonstrated in Figure

5.4. The distributed sink above the interface is the actual branch inlet, whereas the

mirror sink below the interface represents an imaginary sink needed to satisfy the

boundary condition at the interface when the sidewall confinement effect is

neglected. Assuming a uniform velocity distribution across the branch inlet and

employing a coordinate system defined in Figure 5.4, the gas velocity over the gas-

liquid interface can be expressed as the superposition of the flow fields caused by

the two distributed sinks:

4W3g
/22g (xrcos6)

x=I 2 2 /2
rd9dr (5.9)

Pgd J {h+(rsine7+(xrcosoYj

The dimensionless form of Equation (5.9) is given by

* vx vx - F(x*,h)
(5.10)vx = I

LW3g/(k7rd2Pg)I
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where Vb is the average gas velocity at the branch inlet if the density change is

negligible, and the dimensionless groups are defined by:

Distributed Sink

LI
hb

Interface

r
U

Virtual Distributed Sink

Figure 5.4 Potential flow model for gas velocity on the interface

* hf hb *_ rb7). r (5.11)

The integral, F(x*, hb*), can be solved numerically in terms of x and hb* and is

graphed in Figure 5.5. This plot is a depiction of the velocity profile along the

interface as the interface level changes. As expected, for each fixed gas chamber

height hb there is a maximum v,, corresponding to the wave crest where liquid

entrainment occurs. Namely, the location of Vxmax is half of the wave spacing, 2, in

the entrainment onset criterion.
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Figure 5.5 is a graph of the dimensionless wave spacing, 2A/d, as a function

of dimensionless inception height, hb*. As the interface level approaches to the

branch inlet, the wave crest moves towards the branch opening. However, the wave

crest cannot go farther, inward toward the branch opening, hence, the wave spacing

is limited by a minimum value of the branch diameter, d. On the other hand, when

the branch size decreases or the interface level drops, the wave spacing approaches

a simple solution, 2"2hb, presented in Figure 5.6 as a dotted line. This result in fact

is the asymptotic solution of Equation (5.9) when the branch size shrinks to zero,

i.e., the point sink case. It indicates that the wave spacing is independent of the

branch size when (hb/d) is sufficiently large, corresponding to a condition when the

branch size is small compared to the distance from the interface to the branch

opening. Since an analytic solution cannot be found for Z due to the complex nature

of the integration in Equation (5.9), the following simple function is proposed to

capture the variation of Z with respect to hb as well as d, graphed in Figure 5.6 as a

solid line.

I

=1.44(k+e dJ
(5.12)

d

Equation 5.12 can be approximated in a simpler form by

= O.22(7-'+ 1

d t\dJ
(5.13)
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Substituting Equation (5.12) into the entrainment onset criterion, Equation

(5.8), leads to the final dimensionless solution of the critical gas mass flow rate for

the onset of liquid entrainment in a vertical tee junction.

Wg
= K[O.22-'+1l

d5pgEpg dJ[ dJ ]'
(5.14)

When a wave is formed in. the hot leg, it effectively reduces the flow area,

increasing the inlet velocity. This is due to the influence of the hot leg diameter and

can be expressed as

tiP = tipgo pi('7icres,

_2) (5.15)

A correction factOr can be added to the derivation of Equation 5.14 so that the final

form of the onset model is

W3g
= K O.22--1- i12[ (5.16)

d5pgApg dJ[ d) J[ D

The theoretical value of the K factor is 0.636 and the best fit to experimental data

gives a K of 0.65, which is extremely close to the theoretical value. The current

entrainment onset criterion in the form of Equation (5.13) agrees with the semi-

empirical correlations developed by Smoglie and Maciaszek. When the branch

appears as a point sink from the interface, which implies a small branch size

relative to the distance from the interface to the branch opening, Equation (5.13) is

readily reduced to form of Equation (5.2) proposed by Smoglie. For such a
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condition, the critical gas mass flow rate is independent of the branch size.

Meanwhile Maciaszek's correlation can also be obtained from the new criterion if

the branch size is sufficiently large relative to the gas chamber height,

corresponding to the ease when 2 is approximately equal to d. The only minor

difference comes from the adjustable factors in their correlations. In the new

criterion (Equation (5.13)), the coefficient was obtained solely from the theoretical

analysis, and no experimental data was employed to fine tune the constant.

5.2 ENTRAINMENT RATE MODELING

Steady state entrainment of liquid from the hot leg out the vertical branch is

difficult to model across several flow regimes. In Section 4.3 stratified-wavy,

transition, and intermittent flow were observed. Combined with the compact nature

of a nuclear reactor's primary side, model development becomes very difficult.

This is apparent when the only models available to predict branch quality are

empirical curve fits ('fable 2.4) or a set of continuity and momentum equations that

are to expensive to solve (i.e. computationally intensive). This presents a unique

quandary from the standpoint developing more accurate entrainment rate models.

In some unique cases, two-phase flow phenomenon can be predicted by

considering a steady state first order approximation. By averaging the effects of the

two-phase flow structure over time, a physical model can be developed

5.2.1 Governing Equations

When liquid is entrained from the hot leg a liquid continuum must lose it's

transverse velocity, turn 90 degrees and continue vertically up the branch. The
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liquid blob's transfer of kinetic energy and gain can be described simply by

Bernoulli's equation

pggh+-pgV oc pgh--2pV (5.17)

where h is the distance from the two-phase interface to the top of the pipe shown in

Figure 5.7. Since the only way for liquid to exit the hot leg is through the branch,

the continuity equations for the liquid and gas become

d

I j L..

h <hb

'

INTERFACE

Figure 5.7 Illustration of first order approximation of steady state entrainment

V3ga3A3P3g = VigOiAiPig = W3g

V3L(l-03)A3p3L = L(' aI)AJPIL = WIL

Combining equations 5.16 through 5.18 gives

(5.18)

(5.19)
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W3L CC (1a3)A3 2h (5.20)
PgjXiAtJ

Equation 5.20 describes the mass flow rate out the branch based on critical gas flow

rate out the branch and hot leg gas chamber height. The mainline void fraction, a1,

can be easily determined from h, but an appropriate formulation is needed for the

branch void fraction. a3.

5.2.2 Branch Void Fraction

Yonomoto proposed a branch void fraction based on the dimensionless

onset to actual level, h/hb, raised to some power. Considering a conical two-phase

interface under the branch during entrainment derived this relationship. Since void

fraction is notoriously difficult to predict, a simple form is assumed such that

h
a, =

hh

(5.21)

This simple approximation meets the requirements that a3 0 when h = 0 (flooded

hot leg), and a3 = 1, when h = hb (onset of entrainment)

5.2.3 Onset Correction Factor

In its current form, Equation 3.20 does not satisfy the onset of entrainment

requirement that W3L = 0 when h = hb. This problem can be easily solved by

introducing an onset correction factor, C, such that



W3 oc (1-a3)A3

whete

PLC
/
W3g

2

Pg La1A1 J

2p1pgh

0.125r2 [(h2l(D
K

L
DJjdJC=

E 022

hb +2/ \2
h

1H
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(5.22)

(5.23)

The hot leg void fraction at which liquid entrainment begins is denoted by am and

is given by

1b =

1 _COS [-- ] +[-
hJ11'2

(5.24)

Equations 5.22 and 5.23 can be combined with equation 5.21 to give

C' w3
1 , for h <hb (5.25)

Ppgg
J

where, C'=2(albAl)2hh
Appgg

(5.26)
Wg

3

The branch quality can then be obtain easily by
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1

(5.27)

1
_(

i(

(h2 'f h,, (0lb

=c
hbJPg1hb DJ J1

W3
d ) (5.28)

where C1 is the only experimentally determined constant.

5.2.4 Assumptions and Limitations

Equation 5.24 is the final form of the proposed entrainment rate model. The

first order approximation employed may not be applicable over certain flow

regimes. The stepping phenomenon is most pronounced in the intermittent flow

regime, and is averaged out. It assumes to flow structure, and should he used with

care when applied to data with a high level of intermittency. The final form,

Equation 5.24, must be iterated upon to determine h given W3g and W3L or vice

versa. This puts some strain on ease of implementing the model into a computer

code. The proposed model does not take into account variations in downstream

conditions such as injection from the steam generator and reactor vessel.
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6. MODEL EVALUATION

The proposed onset model provides a means to predict the beginning of

liquid entrainment over a larger range of tee sizes by taking into account the ratio

between the branch and hot leg diameters. Also, no experimentally determined

constant is needed. A mechanistic approach was used to derive the proposed

entrainment rate model based on a first order approximation. The structure of the

two phase flow during steady state entrainment was averaged out, and could lead to

inaccuracies when applied to highly intermittent flows.

6.1 ONSET OF ENTRAINMENT MODEL

The model listed in Table 2.2 along with the proposed model (Equation

5.16) are to be evaluated using onset data from Berkeley, KfK, ATLATS test

facilities. Some steam water data was obtain from Berkeley and is lumped with the

air-water data since there is no significant difference between the two. The Rouse

model was not evaluated since it has been improved upon by Schrock and Smoglie.

Figure 6.1 shows the ability of the Smoglie model to collapse the data. The

model has difficulty predicting ATLATS data, which has a larger branch size in

respect to the hot leg diameter and cannot be approximated by a point sink.

Figure 6.2 is a plot of model developed by Maciazeck to predict

entrainment onset. This model was based on an instability forming on the two-

phase surface and takes into account the branch effect on entrainment onset. Since

the instability forms when the onset level is close to the branch inlet, it predicts

ATLATS data well. Data from Berkeley and KfK was generated in a facility with a

small branch size, so is not collapsed well.
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The proposed onset model is graphed in Figure 6.3. Since it is has been

derived for small and large branch sizes, it collapses all the data well within ±20%.

Data from KfK is highly scattered and is difficult to collapse with any onset model.
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Figure 6.1 Smoglie onset model with ATLATS data from tests 00090, 00089,
and 00067 (vertical axis is predicted value and horizontal is
calculated)
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Figure 6.2 Maceizeck onset model with ATLATS data from tests 00090,
00089, and 00067 (vertical axis is predicted value and horizontal is
calculated)
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Figure 6.3 Proposed onset model (Equation 5.16) with ATL.ATS data from
tests 00090, 00089, and 00067 (vertical axis is predicted value and
horizontal is calculated).

6.2 ENTRAINMENT RATE MODEL

Accurate prediction of the entrainment onset level, hb, is needed for the

entrainment rate model to succeed. The correlations listed in Table 2.3 can be

evaluated using steady state data from Berkeley, KfK, and ATLATS.

Figure 6.4 is a graph of Schrock's entrainment rate curve fit correlation.

The measured and calculated dimensionless hot leg gas chamber heights, hID are

used to determine the correlations ability to collapse the data. As expected, the
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correlation does a reasonable job collapsing Berkeley and KfK data, but has

difficulty with data from ATLATS which produces data over a wider range of flow

regimes. As the gas chamber height increases in Figure 6.4, ATLATS data

approaches the correlation, since the interface level is far from the branch and thus

can be approximated as a point sink.

The correlation by Smoglie is based on che inverse principle of gas

entrainment in a vertical down branch off a horizontal pipe. Several experimental

constants were employed and the curve fit is shown in Figure 6.5, were it has

difficulty predicting all data except that produced by KfK.

Yonomoto derived a model based on assuming a conical two-phase

structure beneath the branch during steady state liquid entrainment. The

formuladon of branch void fraction is similar to that chosen for the proposed

model. Figure 6.6 shows the ability for the model to collapse the data. Data is

collapsed well, but is skewed.

Finally, the proposed model is graphed in Figure 6.7 and collapses the data

with improved accuracy. The new model is based on a mechanical energy balance

of the first order and does not do a good job of collapsing ATLATS data in the

intermittent flow regime. But does a better job of predicting a wider range of data

than previous correlations.
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Figure 6.7 Proposed entrainment rate model with ATLATS data from tests
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study focused on liquid entrainment in horizontal mainlines with a

vertical up branch, commonly encountered in branching tees on the primary side of

a nuclear reactor. The following conclusions can be drawn:

A comprehensive literature review of all available studies uncovered the

need for new data to fill "gaps" in existing data

The scaling analysis conducted by Wu (1999) showed that bubbly or

intermittent flow would form in the hot leg under prototypic conditions

ATLATS was constructed to provide more physically "real", scaled data,

over a wider range of flow conditions

Many tests were performed in ATLATS making a considerable contribution

to the phase separation knowledgebase

Pool entrainment was identified as a significant contributor to core

uncovery during long blowdown transients without core makeup

A mechanistic model was developed that more accurately predicts

entrainment onset (within ±20%) over a wider range of tee sizes without

employing an experimental constant

Similarly, an entrainment rate model was developed that shows an

improved ability to collapse data within a broader range of flow conditions

and tee sizes. Yet, the new model has difficulty predicting liquid

entrainment rates when applied to highly intermittent flows.

It is recommended that pool entrainment tests be run to better quantify its

affect on core uncovery. Installation of upper reactor internals may have a

pronounced effect on this. The entrainment rate model should be improved so that

it will work for highly intermittent flow where "stepping" is pronounced.
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APPENDIX A: KFK TEST DATA

Table A.! Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=O.206, d=O.012, air-water)

(K) (Pa)

P2

(kg/m3)

Pi

(kg/m3)

h/D

0

w

(kg/s)

w

(kgls)

x3

()

290 403000 4.843 998 0.311 0.0786 0.0005 0.9933

290 422000 5.071 998 0.238 0.0512 0.0005 0.9901

290 433000 5.203 998 0.272 0.0623 0.0005 0.9917

290 435000 5.228 998 0.301 0.0745 0.0002 0.9973

290 462000 5.552 998 0.301 0.0927 0.0011 0.9883

290 367000 4.410 998 0.267 0.0857 0.0015 0.9834

290 435000 5.228 998 0.320 0.0977 0.0010 0.9904

290 315000 3.785 998 0.223 0.0716 0.0004 0.9946

290 360000 4.326 998 0.233 0.0846 0.0008 0.9905

290 376000 4.5 18 998 0.262 0.0846 0.0017 0.9809

289 302000 3.642 998 0.233 0.0483 0.0002 0.9963

289 477000 5.752 998 0.233 0.0483 0.0004 0.9916

285 453000 5.539 998 0.335 0.0913 0.0004 0.9959

285 418000 5.111 998 0.354 0.0931 0.0000 0.9997

285 432000 5.283 998 0.209 0.0736 0.0027 0.9649

280 463000 5.763 998 0.286 0.0944 0.0010 j 0.9898
280 379000 4.717 998 0.214 0.0864 0.0012 0.9868

280 397000 4.94 1 998 0,209 0.086 1
.1.

0.0009 0.9899

280 416000 5.178 998 0.257 0.0961 0.0018 0.9821

280 404000 5.028 998 0.267 0.0891 0.0013 0.9854

280 333000 4.145 998 0.204 0.0710 0.0012 0.9837

280 406000 5.053 998 0.204 0.0894 0.0014 0.9845

280 376000 4.680 998 0.204 0.0828 0.0024 09723
280 423000 5.265 998__ 0.175 0.0676 0.0018 0.9735

280 394000 4.904 998 0.155 0.0462 0.0035 0.9292

280 294000 3.659 998 0.199 0.0638 0.0034 0.9494

280 399000 4.966 998 0.214 0.0934 0.0031 0.9681

280 414000 5.153 998 0.223 0.0950 0.0013 0.9865

280 345000 4.294 998 0.204 0.0671 0.0039 0.9449

280 364000 4.531 998 0.354 0.0856 0.0001 0.9991

280 340000 4.232 998 0.204 0.0763 0.00 15 0.9802

280 308000 3.834 998 0.199 0.0684 0.0036 0.9500

281 474000 5.879 998 0.223 0.1122 0.0014 0.9879

281 472000 5.854 998 0.223 0.1145 0.0011 0.9909
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Table A.! (continued)

281 458000 5.680 998 0.238 0.1101 0.0009 0.9918

281 512000 6.350 998 0.262 0.1125 0.0020 0.9824

281 463000 5.742 998 0.272 0.1121 0.0004 0.9961

281 487000 6.040 998 0.296 0.1171 0.0005 0.9954

281 228000 2.828 998 0.199 0.0516 0.0010 0.9819

281 338000 4.192 998 0.214 0.0808 0.0021 0.9743

281 469000 5.817 998 0.223 0.1122 0.0020 0.9827

Table A.2 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=O.206, d=O.02, air-water).

(K)

P

(Pa) (kg/m3) (kg/m3)

h/D

0

w

(kg/s) (kg/s) 0
292 482000 5.753 998 0.345 0.1126 0.0009 0.9922

292 492000 5.872 998 0.350 0.0993 0.0004 0.9962

292 335000 3.998 998 0.340 0.0712 0.0002 0.9976

293 433000 5.150 998 0.291 0.0707 0.0001 0.9980

293 413000 4.912 998 0.296 00856 0.0007 0.9915

293 492000 5.852 998 0.301 0.0856 0.0006 0.9935

293 340000 4.044 998 0.335 0.0856 0.0005 0.9945

293 440000 5.233 998 0.364 0.1179 0.0001 0.9994

280 481000 5.987 998 0.369 0.2069 0.0005 0.9975

280 511000 6.360 998 0.374 0.2344 0.0004 0.9984

280 343000 4.269 998 0.228 0.083 1 00015 0.9823

280 235000 2.925 998 0.252 0.0831 0.0012 0.9858

280 404000 5.028 998 0.272 0.1254 0.0014 0.9891

280 470000 5.850 0.277 0.1254 0.0021 0.9838

280 447000 5.564

_998
998 0.296 0.1867 0.0011 0.9939

280 393000 4.891 998 0.316 0.1718 0.0006 0.9966

280 461000 5.738 998 0.320 0.2078 0.0013 0.9939

280 374000 4.655 998 0.350 0.1594 0.0006 0.9963

282 451000 5.574 998 0.238 0.1027 0.0030 09718

282 461000 5.697 998 0.252 0.1192 0.0022 i9818

282 461000 5.697 998 0.277 0.1269 0.0015 0.9883

282 375000 4.634 998 0.272 0.1187 0.0022 0.9821
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APPENDIX B: BERKELEY TEST DATA

Table B.1 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=0. 102 m, d=0.0396 m, air-water).

T P p2 h/D w_ w31 x3

(K) _(Pa) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) 0 (kg/s) (kg/s) 0
293 350000 4.161 998 0.091 0.2798 2.7034 0.0938

293 491000 5.837 998 0.024 0.1154 9.2670 0.0123

293 478000 5.683 998 0.047 0.2604 5.0860 0.0487

293 467000 5.552 998 0.072 0.3083 3.7912 0.0752

293 498000 5.920 998 0.076 0.7068 3.3438 0.1745

293 412000 4.898 998 0.072 0.4933 2.9133 0.1448

293 401000 4.767 998 0.072 0.4885 2.1881 0.1825

293 493000 5.861 998 0.081 0.7242 3.1035 0.1892

293 584000 6.943 998 0.096 1.0862 3.4245 0.2408

Table B.2 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=0. 102 m, d=0.0396 m, steam-water).

T P p2 p1 hID W31 X3

(K) (Pa) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) 0

_w32

(kg/s) (kg/s) 0
412 369000 3.120 998 0.101 0.1920 1.5599 0.1096

411 392000 3.323 998 0.109 0.2761 1.3695 0.1678

420 444000 3.683 998 0.140 0.3495 2.6559 0.1163

416 411000 3.442 998 0.091 0.2622 3.1168 0.0776

420 441000 3.658 998 0.106 0.2340 2.6233 0.0819

414 405000 3.408 998 0.101 0.2458 1.9239 0.1133

416 435000 3.643 998 0.062 0.1649 2.6736 0.0581

412 422000 3.568 998 0.062 0.0862 2.3355 0.0356

414 402000 3.383 998 0.072 0.1179 2.2254 0.0503

422 463000 3.825 998 0.081 0.1254 3.0813 0.0391

419 424000 3.530 998 0.091 0.1314 2.0054 0.0615

425 508000 4.165 998 0.101 0.1623 2.4021 0.0633

429 463000 3.760 998 0.091 0.4180 1.9666 0.1753
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Table B.3 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=O.102 m, d=O.0376 m, air-water).

T P Pi h/D w32

(K) (Pa) (kg/rn3) (kg/rn3) 0 (kgls) (kg/s) 0
293 310000 3.685 998 0.076 0.0798 1.8579 0.0412

293 270000 3.210 998 0.091 0.0928 1.0123 0.0840

293 412000 4.898 998 0.091 0.2261 1.3224 0.1460

293 436000, 5.183 998 0.076 0.3540 2.4711 0.1253

293 430000 5112 998 0.130 0.6252 0.6471 0.4914

293 453000 5.385 998 0.091 0.3947 2.2905 0.1470

293 442000 5.255 998 0.111 0.4310 1.7715 0.1957

293 577000 6.859 998 0.106 0.628 1 1.8605 0.2524

293 592000 7.038 998 0.086 0.5276 3.0913 0.1458

293 566000 6.729 998 0.072 0.4466 3.5695 0.1112

293 636000 7.561 998 0.101 0.6136 2.6006 0.1909

293 647000 7.692 998 0.08 1 0.4994 4.045 1 0.1099

293 458000 5.445 998 0.155 0.7503 0.1370 0.8456

293 355000 4.220 998 0.150 0.5870 0.1490 0.7976

293 367000 4.363 998 0.121 0.4356 0.7784 0.3588

293 642000 7632 998 0.130 0.8671 1.0701 0.4476

293 505000 6.003 998 0.150 0.8083 0.3625 0.6904

293 592000 7.038 998 0.130 0.6145 1.7317 0.2619

293 594000 7.062 998 0.160 0.9498 0.6508 0.5934

293 503000 5.980 998 0.116 0.6400 1.0617 0.3761

293 514000 6.110 998 0.106 0.5128 1.8502 0.2170

293 512000 6.087 998 0.086 0.4227 2.5006 0.1446

293 417000 4.957 998 0.062 0.1983 4.2481 0.0446
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Table B.4 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (D=O.102 m, d=O.0376 m, steam-water)

T

(K)

__P
(Pa)

p2

(kg/rn3)

Pu

(kg/rn3)

h/D

0

w32

(kg/s)

w

(kg/s)

x3

0
437 412000 3.285 998 0.075 0.1460 2,0596 0.0662

420 275000 2.279 998 0.081 0.3545 1.0369 0.2548

424 293000 2.410 998 0.062 0.3754 1.3715 0.2149

415 378000 3.171 998 0.052 0.1357 1.9745 0.0643

421 436000 3.608 998 0.101 0.2133 1.5898 0.1183

421 433000 3.587 998 0.081 0.1785 1.7622 0.0920

425 497000 4.07 1 998 0.072 0.1409 2.4685 0.0540

421 450000 3.724 998 0.062 0.1775 2.0446 0.0799

427 523000 4.272 998 0.069 0.1751 2.4740 0.0661
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APPENDIX C: CEA TEST DATA

Table C.1 Entrainment rate data for a horizontal mainline with a vertical-up
branch (air-water, ambient temperature)

P=2MPa P=2MPa P=7MPa
D=O.135 m d=O.02m D=O.08m d=O.012 m D=O.08 m d=O.012 m

h/hum . X3 h/hum X3

2.2594 0.9688 0.6276 0.6968 1.9067
__h/hiim__

0.57 1

3.4728 0.8158 0.9205 0.5991 4.7668 0.8181
2.0502 0.6926 1.4644 0.6756 9.6165 1.2698
4.3096 0.8626 2.4267 0.6671 9.658 0.9715
47698 0.8158 3.5983 0.7181 8.6632 0.865
5.3 138 0.8753 3.8075 0.6628 8.5803 0.9843
7.0711 0.8243 6.1506 0.7478 7.5025 0.9843
7.4058 0.8158 9.456 0.7393 7.3367 0.7755
9.8744 1.4107 8.5774 0.9178
9.9163 1.1388 8.8702 0.9263

8.9539 1.092
8.7866 1.1303
8.5774 1.126
9.8744 1.1388
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APPENDIX D: ATLATS DATA

Table D.1 Onset of entrainment reduced data test 00067

P T Q@Opsig W3g hb Pgi

(in) (psig) (C) (mi/s) (kg/s) (m) (kg/rn3)

4.57 0.10 13.60 0.030 0.0364 0.036 1.241

4.24 0.18 20.61 0.046 0.0552 0.045 1.217

3.63 0.18 25.91 0.057 0.0684 0.06 1.196

3.66 0.40 26.96 0.076 0.0907 0.06 1.209

3.22 0.68 26.88 0.094 0.1134 0.07_- 1.232

3.15 0.88 28A1 0.106 0.1279 0.072 1.242

2.97 1.10 28.54 0.118 0.142 0077 1.259

2.76 1.55 28.13 0.142 0.1702 0.082

2.54 2.06 28.29 0.165 0.1984 0.088

-_1.297

1.338

2.13 2.53 29.23 0.188 0.2253 0.098 1.371

2.14 3.32 29.30 0.214 0.2569 0.098 1.433

2.19 4.09 29.41 0.237 0.2843 0.097 1.494
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Table D.2 Onset of entrainment reduced data test 00089

hi,sg hi,rx P Q3g @ Opsig W3g Pgi

(in) (in) psig

--_T

(C) (ms/s) (kg/s) (rn) (kg/rn3)

4.32 4.71 0.208 13.2 0.024 0.029 0.033 1.251

4.61 447 0.352 12.9 0.049 0.0589 0.039 1.265

4.17 4.1 0.532 12.6 0.070 0.0839 0.048 1.281

3.38 3.46 0.775 12.3 0.093 0.1117 0.065 1.303

3.34 3.29 1.17 12.1 0.119 0.1428 0.069 1.338

3.15 3.07 1.64 12 0.143 0.1723 0.074 1.378

-_3.08 2.9 2.13 11.9 0.168 0.2012 0.079 1.420

292 2.74 2.76 11.9 0.192 0.2307 0.083 1.474

2.33 2.39 3.09 12 0.209 0.2505 0.092 1.501

2.35 3.98 12.1 0.238 02856 1.576-_2.33

2.24

2.45

2.28

2.33

4.54

5.58

12.1

12.4

0.257

0.287

0.3083

0.3452

-_0.093

0.094

0.093

1.623

1.710
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Table D.3 Onset of entrainment reduced data test 00090

hi,sg hi,rx P '1' Q3g @ Opsig W3g hb Pgi

(in) (in) psig (C) (mIs) (kg/s) (m) (kg/rn3)

4.64 4.71 0.306 9.22 0.026 0.0315 0.033 1.277

3.89 3.99 0343 9.16 0.053 0.064 0.051 1.281

3.12 3.33 0.493 8.99 0.07 1 0.085 0.068 1.294

2.88 3.04 0.826 8.85 0.098 0.1179 0.075 1.324

2.94 3.02 1.16 8.71 0.118 0.1417 0.076 1.353

2.94 2.89 1.57 8.71 0.140 0.1683 0.079 1.388

278 2.69 2.14 8.82 0.168 0.2012 0.084 1.436

2A2 2.45 2.74 9.23 0.193 0.231 0.09 1.486

2.79 2.5 3.62 9.73 0.214 0.2573 0.089 1.558
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Table D.4 Entrainment rate reduced data for test 01110

h/D hbID hb/D hb/D hbID h/D h/D h/D h/D
measured W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto

0.256 0.277 0.522 0.224 0.225 0.268 0.240 0.023 0.218
0.219 0.279 0.524 0.225 0.226 0.265 0.204 0.013 0.213
0.230 0.284 0.531 0.228 0.229 0.266 0.188 0.010 0.211
0.263 0.287 0.535 0.230 0.231 0.264 0.176 0.008 0.206
0.262 0.285 0.532 0.229 0.229 0.245 0.138 0.003 0.178
0.417 0.423 0110 0.305 0.306 0.397 0.301 0.024 0.293
0.416 0.423 0.709 0.305 0.306 0.388 0.269 0.017 0.286
0.495 0.535 0.859 0.369 0.370 0520 0.513 0.083 0.367
0.500 0.537 0.862 0.371 0.372 0.507 0.420 0.046 0.362
0.526 0.539 0865 0.372 0.373 0.497 0.372 0.03 1 0.357
0.534 0.544 0.872 0.375 0.376 0.486 0.336 0.022 0.351
0.621 0.589 0.937 0.403 0.404 0.572 0.577 0.100 0.401
0.582 0.595 0.945 0.406 0.407 0.562 0.484 0.059 0.399
0.582 0.597 0.948

f
0.408 0.409 0.551 0.433 0.042 0.395

0.605 0.598 0.949 0.408 0409 0.535 0.387 0.029 0.387
0.684 0.652 1.033 0.444 0.445 0.635 0.678 0.135 0.443
0.636 0.664 1.052 0.452 0.454 0.628 0.575 0.080 0.446
0.621 0.665 1.054 0.453 0.455 0.615 0.521 0.060 0.443
0.607 0.668 1.059 0.456 0.457 0.602 0.476 0.045 0.439
0.722 0.704 1.121 0.482 0.483 0.686 0.763 0.165 0.481
0.674 0.704 1.121 0.482 0.483 0.668 0.641 0.099 0.477
0.646 0.7 14 1.139 0.490 0.491 0.661 0.589 0.075 0.480
0613 0.707 1.126 0.484 0.486 0.621 0.500 0.047 0.465
0.256 0.277 0.522 0.224 0.225 0.268 0.240 0.023 0.2 18
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Table D.5 Entrainment rate raw data for test 01110 (SW = Stratified Wavy, TR
= Transition, INT = Intermittent)

T P,sg P,rx h,rx h,sg PI W3g W31
Flow

Regime

(K) (Pa) (Pa) (m) (m) (kg/m3) (kgls) (kg/s) 0
284 104180 104270 0.067 0.039 1.272 0.061 0.066 TR
284 105003 105158 0.067 0.033 1.284 0.062 0.133 TR
283 105623 105760 0.072 0.035 1.294 0.064 0.197 INT

283 106468 106569 0.078 0.040 1.306 0.066 0.270 INT

283 110130 10324 0.088 0.040 1.354 0.066 0.663 INT

283 12056 11703 0.099 0.063 1.370 0.137 0.207 TR
283 14022 13613 0.102 0.063 1.394 0.138 0.324 TR
283 17298 17014 0.105 0.075 1.435 0.225 0.070 TR
283 120558 120245 0.111 0.076 1.473 0.230

1

0.196 TR
283 123447 122931 0.119 0.080 1.505 0.235 0.338 INT

283 128409 127914 0.121 0.081 1.568 0.244 0.546 INT
283 122955 122565 0.118 0.094 1.501 0.286 0.075 Sw
283 129679 129505 0.117 0.089 1.585 0.300 0.203 Sw
283 34146 133800 0.122 0.088 11.638 ft308 0.346 TR
283 35366 134818 0.131 0.092 1.652 0.310 0.553 INT

283 30669 130596 0.123 0.104 1.599 0.377 0.066 SW
283 139055 139121 0.123 0.097 1.702 0.407 0.203 SW
283 146222 146158 0.123 0.094 1.789 0.420 0.335 TR
283 151069 150786 0.129 0.092 1.848 0,432 0.520 INT
283 140494 40277 0126 0.110 1 0.479 0.065 SW
284 147632 47565 0.126 0.102 1.804 0.491 0.195 SW
283 157539 57562 0.126 0.098 1.928 0.528 0.343 sw
283 159356 158969 0.137 0.093 1.949 0.516 0.650 INT
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Table D.6 Entrainment rate reduced data for test 02111

hbID 1.Th h/I) h/D

measured W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto

0.236 0. 85 0.397 0.171 0.171 0.178 0.151 0.009 0.160

0.206 0. 84 0.396 0170 0.171 0.167 0.107 0.003 0.137

0.227
0.254

0. 85
85

0.397
0.397

0.171

0.171

0.171

0.171

0.159
0.147

0.089
0.077

0.001

0.001

0.116
0.093

0.256 0. 87 0.400 0.172 0.172 0.143 0.073 0.001 0.084

0.259 0.189 0.402 0.173 0.173 0.133 0.067 0.000 0.069

0.259 0.190 0.405 0.174 0.174 0.126 0.063 0.000 0.060

0.247 0.192 0.407 0.175 0.176 0.119 0.060 0.000 0.052

0.228 0.194 0.410 0.176 0.177 0.115 0.059 0.000 0.048

0.264 0.229 0.458 0.197 0.197 0.221 0.190 0.014 0.189

0.260 0.231 0.460 0.198 0.198 0.211 0.137 0.005 0.170

0.261 0.232 0.462 0.199 0.199 0.201 0.115 0.002 0.150
0.294 0.235 0.466 0.200 0.201 0.189 0.099 0.001 0.125

0.296 0.237 0.468 0.201 0.202 0.183 0.093 0.001 0.114

0.285 0.239 0.472 0.203 0.203 0.174 0.087 0.001 0.100
0.281 0.241 0.474 0.204 0.204 0.164 0.082 0.001 0.087

0.275 0.243 0.476 0.205 0.205 0.156 0.078 0.00 1 0.078
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Table D.7 Entrainment rate raw data for test 02111 (SW = Stratified Wavy, TR
= Transition, INT = Intermittent)

T P,sg P,rx h,rx h,sg Pgi W3 W1
Flow

Regime

(K) (Pa) (Pa) (m) (m) (kg/m3) (kg/s) (kg/s) 0
286 103465 103690 0.057 0.036 1.259 0.03 1 0.072 TR
285 104833 105055 0.06 1 0.031 1.276 0.03 1 0.269 TR

285 106834 107124 0.070 0.034 1.302 0.031 0.543 TNT

285 109873 110109 0.074 0.039 1.338 0.032 0.995 INT
285 111883 112040 0.074 0.039 1.362 0.032 1.297 INT
286 115775 115970 0.070 0.039 1.405 0.033 1.914 INT
287 119392 119348 0.062 0.039 1.443 0.034 2.519 INT
287 122840 123278 0.060 0.038 1.490 0.036 3.262 INT
287 126865 127001 0.064 0.035 1.535 0.037 3.772 INT

287 103588 103821 0.064 0.040 1.255 0.044 0.073 TR
287 105021 105297 0.071 0.039 1.273 0.044 266 TR
286 107554 108006 0.078 0.040 1.307 0.046 0.545 TR
286 111461 111833 0.083 0.045 1.356 0.047 1.033 INT

286 114001 114299 0.083 0.045 1.387 0.048 1.345 TNT

287 117853 117941 0.077 0.043 1.427 0.050 1.901 INT
287 121682 121794 0.07 1 0.043 1.472 0.052 2.559 INT
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Table D.8 Entrainment rate reduced data for test 02112

h/D h/D hb/D hbfD hbID h/D h/D h/D h/D
measured W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto W-W Schrock Smoglie Yonomoto

0.308 0.282 0.528 0.227 0.228 0.221 0.114 0.002 0.145
0.272 0.285 0.531 0.228 0.229 0.208 0.105 0.001 0.127
0.258 0.288 0.535 0.230 0.231 0.199 0.100 0.001 0.115
0.257 0.292 0.541 0.233 0.233 0.192 0.097 0.001 0.106
0.325 0.430 0.719 0.309 0.310 0.347 0.193 0.005 0.245
0.327 0.417 0.702 0.302 0.303 0.319 0.171 0.004 0.217
0.301 0.433 0.722 0.310 0.311 0.316 0.168 0.003 0.212
0.373 0.543 0.870 0.374 0.375 0.442 0.266 0.010 0.320
0.366 0.548 0.877 0.377 0.378 0.428 0.252 0.008 0.309
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Table D.9 Entrainment rate raw data for test 02111 (SW = Stratified Wavy, TR
= Transition, INT = Intermittent)

T P,sg P,rx h,rx h,sg Pgi W3g W31
Flow

Regime

(K) (Pa) (Pa) (m) (m) (kg/m3) (kgls) (kg/s) 0
288 115197 115652 0.091 0.047 1.391 0.066 1.333 INT

288 ±19996 120091 0.080 0.041 1.443 0.068 1.959 INT

289 123839 123961 0.077 0.039 1.486 0.070 2.544 INT

289 128326 128941 0.081 0.039 1.545 0.074 3.143 INT

288 124209 124347 0.101. 0.049 1.497 0.147 1.304 TNT

288 129472 129677 0.099 0.050 1.559 0.142 1.835 INT

289 137549 137853 0.102 0.046 1.653 0.157 2.376 TNT

287 138341 138537 0.117 0.057 1.672 0.251 1.349 TNT

288 145479 145624 0.120 0.056 1.752 0.262 1.789 TNT
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APPENDIX E: CALCULATION UNCERTAINTY

When uncertainty exists in a measurement, that perturbation can be carried

through calculations of other engineering quantities. For example, an uncertainty in

liquid and gas mass flow rates can lead to an uncertainty in the quality of a two

phase flow. The calculation uncertainty arising from using the proposed models

(5.16) and (5.28) should be evaluated. These equations are to be perturbed by some

small value to determine the magnitude of uncertainty.

E. 1 ONSET OF ENTRAINMENT

The uncertainty in calculating hb from the measured and known quantities is

based on the uncertainty of variables independent of hb. Equation (5.16) is repeated,

2

hb
21_IW3g

K(k[o.22[J+1] [i[_Jj (E.1)d)

Here, hb = f (ps, P1, d, D, K, and W3g). Only the gas mass flow rate contains a

measured uncertainty. The density of the gas is that of air and atmospheric

temperature and pressure and is a constant value used by the vortex flow meter.

The density of the liquid, pipe diameters, and K are all constants. The mass flow

rate of the gas is easily calculated by

(E.2)

W3g = Qg g =f(Qg, Pg)
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The average volumetric flow rate, Qg, along with the uncertainty, 5Qg, is listed in

Table 3.7 (LT-1O1P), respectively. Consequently, the uncertainty of the gas mass

flow rate is

5W3g =f(Qg + 6Qg' Pg) f(Qg, Pg). (E.3)

Equation (D3) can be used to find the uncertainty in hb by employing

hb
21_I

(W3g ± &3g
= Ki. [o.22[kJ i]2[i

(E.4)
d5pgzXpg d)

The calculation uncertainty in the onset of liquid entrainment gas chamber height is

then given by

b f(w3 + öPV3) _f(W3g).

E.2 ENTRAINMENT RATE

(E.5)

A similar derivation can be carried out for calculating the entrainment rate

level calculation uncertainty, i, given the gas and liquid mass flow rates, W3g and

W3, respectively. The calculation uncertainty is given by

9?w3g f(wj + öW3g, w31) f(W3g, w31) (E.6)

=f(w3,, W31+ 5v3j) -f(vv3g, w3) (E.7)
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= + (E.8)

The above equations provide an uncertainty band based on mathematic calculations

and differs from measured uncertainty. Quantitatively, the calculation uncertainties

are an order of magnitude lesser than the measured uncertainties.




